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News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The Kentucky Fish and Wildlife Commission has put a lid on the number of licensed musselers, most of
whom harvest shellfish from Kentucky Lake.
The restriction on musselers will freeze the number of licenses at
the current 349 residents and 95 non-residents. License fees will also
increase from $25.50 to $100 for residents and from $300 to $500 for
non-residents.
The action follows a surge this year in mussel harvesting on Kentucky' Lake. An increase in shell prices has created a boom in musseling, and local fishermen and tourism promotion interests have complained of possible harm to sport fishing and tourist trade as a result.
The commission also voted Monday to open a small number of
"high-kill" shooting pits to goose hunters on the Ballard County
Wildlife Management Area this season.
Some hunters wanted widespread use of choice area pits, while
other hunters and operators of commercial rioting clubs near the
state refuge wanted to continue to keep them MI closed.
The commission's compromise is intended to improve hunting opportunities in managed hunts and to increase the harvest of Canada
geese on the management area.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

ANGELES - President Reagan and top aides say that West
Germany's offer to dismantle its Pershing missiles removes an
obstacle to a U.S.-Soviet arms control agreement but the United
States did not pressure Bonn to make the decision.
WASHINGTON - Iran-Contra independent counsel Lawrence E.
Walsh is looking for missing CIA cables about the early trading of
arms for American hostages, according to testimony from the CIA's
chief of covert activities.
WASHINGTON - Sixty-two cities violated the federal ozone pollution standard for the years 1984-86, and 65 violated the carbon monoxide standard during the period, according to a report released today
by the Environmental Protection Agency.
HASHLYGTON - A government study says competency tests are
knocking out 28 percent of the applicants to teacher education programs and 17 percent of the graduates applying for licenses to teach.
.4
- A federal appeals court has overturned a U.S. judge's
ruling that banned 44 textbooks from Alabama's public schools, saying his order violated the constitutional separation of church and
state.
NICYJSIA, Cyprus - In Iran's most direct comment yet on a ceasefire, Prime Minister Hussein Musavi says his country will never accept "an ignominious peace" with Iran to end the 7-year-old war.
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa - Black miners overwhelmingly
rejected an offer to end the nation's longest legal strike, and a mine
official called the vote a "sad miscalculation on the part of the
union."
HASHINGTON - The Air Force is renewing testing of its new
AMRAAM air-to-air missile after a month-long suspension prompted
by an unexpected failure of the weapon.
LOS
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- The
intimidation level of the Kentucky
State Penitentiary at Eddyville,
where many of the 775 prisoners
have committed violent crimes,
was a prime factor in the selection
of William C. Seabold as new
warden, officials said.
"The institution has a mystique
to it, and you almost have to have
a good sense of self to deal with
that," said state Corrections
Secretary George Wilson.
Seabold, 39, has honed that
"sense of self" at the mediumsecurity Luther Luckett Correctional Complex near LaGrange,
which he has overseen since
before construction was completed in 1981.
But Seabold is quick to point out
that there's a big difference between the two prisons. Luckett has
eight cells for problem prisoners,
he noted, while the state's
maximum-security prison has 175.
"The potential for violence is
greater" at Eddyville, he said.
(Cont'd on page 3)

The Kentucky State Penitentiary in Eddyville.
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Lobbying begins in earnest on workers' comp
FRANKFORT, Ky. (-AP) Gov. Martha Layne Collins is open
to negotiation on some parts of her
plan to fix the workers' compensation program, but the subject of
tax money is not on the table, says
Cabinet Secretary Larry Hayes.
Hayes said Wednesday that Collins administration officials will
lobby for their program, but
recognize that other ideas have
some attraction.
"The governor plans to have her
people seize the opportunity to explain her program at appropriate

meetings," Hayes said.
Collins, gubernatorial candidates Wallace Wilkinson, the
Democrat, John Harper, the
Republican, and some legislators
all have made proposals on how to
pay off the estimated $1.7 billion
debt of the program.
The business community has
begun lobbying to have the
General Assembly adopt some
plan. Ironically, one of the major
efforts among employers is to
have the state pick up some of the
tab.

The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce and local affiliates held
town meetings on Wednesday and
Thursday to explain the workers'
compensation problem and outline
proposed solutions.
At a meeting in Louisville, Collins' plan was not well-received.
"There was an awful lot of voiced disapproval of the governor's
plan because it lacks certain fundamental elements," said John
Clark, president of the Kentucky
Business Climate Corp.
Clark said many business
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove

not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Lodger &
Times by 5 30 p ni Monday
Friday '3r by 3 30 p m Saturday
ore urged to cull 733-1916 bak
ee'rf 530 p.m. and 6 p.tve.
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.rn. Saturday.
Office Hours
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Monday thru Friday. S a.m. 12
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The Murray Ledger & Times recently was announced as the recipient of the Third Annual DeDe .Award that
was sponsored by the Kentucky Developmental Disabilities Planning Council. The DeDe Award is presented
to the Kentucky newspaper which has done the most during the past year in promoting a positive image of
Kentuckians with developmental disabilities. The winning articles were focused on the local Work Activities
Training Center for the Handicapped (W'.A.T.C.H.) and written by former Staff Writer Laurie Brumley. Walt
Apperson, publisher of the Ledger & Times, second from left, is shown accepting the award from Ed Davis,
representing the DeDe Council. Also pictured: Peggy Williams. WA.T.C.H. executive director, third from
left, and ,AVii Watkins, vice chairman of %4.A.T.C.H.

•

Forecast
Tonight: Showers and a few
thunderstorms continuing. Low
in the upper 60s. Northwest
winds 5 to 10 mph. Rain
chances 80 percent.
Friday: A good chance of
more showers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast Saturday through Monday calls for
partly cloudy conditions Saturday and Sunday
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

356.3
356.2

(Cont'd on page?

Laxalt resigns
from his bid for
the presidency;
cites finances

•Established: Naismith Memonal Basketball Hall of
Fame, February, 1968
•Locaeon: Scnnghead College campus. Springfield.
Mass
•Categories: Contributor, player, coach, referee
•Selection requirements: Performance and record of
accomplishment in respective areas for players. coaches
and referees. accomplishments made on voluntary basis
for contributors All nominees must be retired for at least
five years Active coaches may be selected provided they
have coached at least 25 years
•Who may nominate Nominations are open and not restricted to any
specific individual or group Only official forrns provided by the Hall of Fame
will be accepted for nominations
•Election process: A screening committee of 7 members evaluates aN
Dominations Those recerving at least 5 votes are sent to an lionors
Cornrnrttee of 24 members for final voting A candidate must receive at least
18 of the 24 votes to be inducted into the Hai of Fame
•When: Induction ceremonies are held the first Tuesday in May
•Mambo* Since the first elections in 1959, 161 players have been selected
to the Hall of Fame
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leaders were unhappy that Collins'
plan does not include any state
contribution to resolve the debt of
the Special Fund and there is no
special provision for charging coal
interests more than others.
An estimated two-thirds of the
debt is for awards made to victims
of coal miner's pneumoconiosis or
black lung disease.
In Madisonville. about 100
business representatives went to a
presentation Wednesday by Tony

WASHINGTON I AP - Paul
Laxalt's decision to drop out of the
race for president leaves at least
three of the six remaining
Republican contenders laying
claim to the conservative
philosophy of the former Nevada
senator.
Laxalt, 65. announced Wednesday he was ending his pursuit of
the presidency for financial
reasons. -While the political
response was encouraging, the
financial outlook was not as
bright." he said.
His departure leaves Rep Jack
Kemp of New 'York' and former • ----------- • - •
Delaware Gov. Pierre S du Pont
IV as the main conservative contenders to carry the "Reagan
revolution" into 1988.
Laxalt helped usher in that
revolution by chairing Reagan's
three presidential campaigns and
is a close friend of the president.
Kemp and du Pont claim to
represent the brand of conservatism that brought Reagan to the
White Houtse in 1880, and mentions
Cont'd on page)

Collins among governors wanting auto pact
LANSING, Mich. (API- Gov.
Martha Layne Collins and governors of six other car-producing
states have urged the U.S government to negotiate a ne"uto pact
with Canada, contending the current treaty hinders investment
and trade to the benefit of that
nation.
The 1965 pact allows some
vehicles to pass duty-free between
the United States and Canada
It is not a formal part of free.
trade talks between the two na-

tions but members of Congress
have said an agreement on autos
will be important in winning congressional approval of any freetrade agreement.
The governors said the treaty
"limits our ability to attract new
investment and hinders our companies' access to the Canadian
market."
"We believe that an equitable
agreement which lowers the existing
barriers should enhance
the economies of both countries."

the governors of Michigan,
Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio and Wisconsin said in
a statement Wednesday.
"The U.S.-Canadian Automotive
Agreement represents a departure from free and fair trade between our nations," the governors
said. "The Auto Pact in its present
form cannot continue as the basis
for a long-term bilateral trading
relationship in automotive products between our two countries."
"All trade issues between the

..-•••••••••••••••••••1•• •••••.•.- •

•

U.S. and Canada are being
discussed" in talks now under wasin Ontario. said Gary Holmes,
spokesman for U.S. Trade
Representative Clayton Yeutter
"The Canadians don't *ant to
discuss ( the Auto Pact)," he said.
"We say that you can't have comprehensive negotiations and take
things off the table."
Under the ground rules of the
negotiations, a proposal must be
(Contd on page 31
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With a record of 27 successful
seasons, the Murray Civic Music
Association has scheduled its annual membership drive for the
week of Aug. 31 through Sept. 5.
During this coming week, season
tickets may be purchased at the
downtown Bank of Murray, from
board members or from volunteer
workers who will contact previous
ticket holders.
The broad range of attractions
for the 1987-88 season should appeal to everyone, particulary
since there is a reciprocity arrangement with the Paducah
series which allows members of

both associations to attend all of
the Murray and Paducah
offerings.
In Murray these include:
Sept. 24, 8 p.m., "The Velveteen
Rabbit," Oberlin Dance Company/San Francisco, including a 9
a.m. performance for Murray.
Calloway elementary school
children.
Oct. 27, 8 p.m., Leon Bates,
pianist.
Nov. 3, 8 p.m., Aspen Woodwind
Quintet.
May 5,8 p.m.,"The King and I "
These performances are
presented by MCMA, Murray

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API —
Tennessee Valley Authority directors have voted for the federal
utility's largest rate increase
since 1981 and approved $142
million in nuclear contracts,
which TVA officials say will cut
their labor costs.
The 7.8 percent increase in electric rates will affect 3 million
customers in seven southeastern
states, driving the average home
bill up about $5 a month, TVA
power manager Robert Steffy said
at Wednesday's board meeting.
TVA Chairman C.H. Dean Jr.
and director John B. Waters Jr.
said they were approving the rate
increase reluctantly, but that a
contract dispute with the U.S.
Department of Energy left them
no alternative.

Warden...

Vinyl Guttering. Brown or
White. )00544 105692

(Cont'd from page I)
"You have to be aware and
prepared."
Seabold, appointed Monday to
succeed warden Gene Scroggy at
Eddyville, will take over Sept. 16
from acting warden Glenn
Haeberlin.
Wilson chose Seabold from
among four candidates, whom he
declined to name. In Seabold's
favor were his 17 years with the
cabinet and his management abili-

It

DOE has accused TVA of overcharges and drastically reduced
its payments. TVA estimates
DOE's action has cost it $64
million this year and is responsible for a 6 percent rate hike by
itself.
Four speakers, two representing
consumers and two speaking for
business customers, urged Dean
and Waters to delay their decision,
saying few in the Tennessee
Valley believed the fat had been
cut from TVA's budget.
"No one in the Tennessee Valley
believes there's no fat in the TVA
budget," said Mark Seigel, director of the Tennessee Valley
Energy Coalition. "What we do
believe is there's no will to find
it."
The new rate structure goes into

effect Oct. 1. It is the largest rate
increase since the 8.6 percent
jump of 1981 and comes on the
heels of last year's 7.5 percent hike
in electric rates.
TVA rates still rank among the
lowest in the nation by virtue of
the availability of hydroelectric
power and the current low cost of
coal for the utility's fossil fuel
plants.
TVA's 1988 forecasts rely on one
reactor at Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant near Chattanooga being
restarted this fall. Seven nuclear
reactors have been idled by safety
problems since August 1985.
TVA Nuclear Chief Steven A.
White estimated the new set of
contracts, all aimed at quickening
recovery of TVA's idled nuclear
program, will save consumers $61

ty, Wilson said.
Michael Samberg, deputy commissioner of adult correctional institutions, said one contender was
from out of gtate, but the hiring
process "basically was a review of
our top people."
The Corrections Cabinet had
sought to fill the warden's post,
which is a non-merit position, as
soon as possible after Scroggy left
July 1 to become head of corrections in Mississippi, Samberg said.
Haeberlin, the acting warden
who will return to his job as a
deputy warden at the state

penitentiary, was put in a tenuous
position by being given responsibility for the institution but not
the power to make long-term decisions, Samberg said. Haeberlin
did not seek the warden's job.
Al Parke, a former warden at
the penitentiary, called Seabold a
"top-flight professional who
believes in doing the right thing."
Seabold's biggest adjustment
will be dealing with serious
prisoner problems, Parke said. At
medium- and minimum-security
facilities, he said, there's always
the option of sending
troublemakers away — to
Eddyville.
"I have a lot to learn to work
maximum security," Seabold
said.
But Seabold said he looks forward to the learning process,
which complements his management style. He described himself
as an "open-door" administrator
who regularly seeks input from
staff.
Seabold said his top priority in
coming to Eddyville is improving
working conditions for the 300 or
so employees. Prison work, particularly at the penitentiary, is extremely stressful, he said.
He also advocates work opportunities for prisoners, though he
acknowledged those are hard to

Coaches Corner
Cable Channel 34
Wednesdays 4:30 p.m.
Thursdays 5:30 p.m.
Host: Scott Wilson
Guests: Jack Haskins,
Calloway Co. High School
Jack Cain. Murray High School
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Murray State University
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TVA raises rates; OKs nuclear contracts, drug tests
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State University, and the National
Endowment for the Arts through
the Kentucky Arts Council. All
performances are scheduled to appear at Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium. Ramps for access by the handicapped are
available.
Paducah concerts are:
Sept. 22, Fascinating Rhythm,
(Gershwin
Oct. 24, Leonid Kuzman, pianist.
Nov. 28, Broadway Marionettes.
Jan. 27, Leland Chen, violinist.
Season memberships may be
purchased for only $20 for one
adult, $10 for one student or $45 for

Sunday Morning at 10:00 & 10:45
Each Evening at 7:30
Ple'
Pointed Unto Man One' 13. 9:%1
This The Judg ment."°e
AM"

million.
The contracts are performancebased, meaning contractors will
be paid for work on an assignment
only basis and only when it is done
to TVA's satisfaction, said Charles
Fox, assistant manager of nuclear
power.
TVA directors also approved a
new drug test program for the
agency's nuclear workers. The
tests will be random and are mandatory for anyone with
unrestricted access to a nuclear
plant.
The rate increase for commercial customers will be 6.5 percent
while industrial customers will
pay 6.9 percent more. TVA's
largest customers, factories that
get their power direct from TVA,
will have 6.7 percent higher rates.
provide given the discipline problems at Eddyville. He also
stresses education — academic
above vocational.
There was one thing, however,
Seabold had not considered having
to supervise — an execution.
When he went to work for the
state two decades ago, he opposed
the death penalty because he poi
believed it tended to be applied to
lower socioeconomic groups. But
now that he had learned more
about the cold-blooded crimes being committed, he supports it.
While Seabold said he "doesn't
look forward" to an execution at
Eddyville, which has 31 inmates
on death row, a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling in April made executions more likely.
"If it's in my responsibilities,
right now I feel I can perform
those responsibilities," he said.

Collins...

(Cont'd from page I)
presented to Congress by Oct. 5.
Under the current pact. U.S.
carmakers must make one car in
Canada for every car sold there.
They also have to use at least 60
percent Canadian parts and labor
for each car and 50 percent for
each truck.
The governors want Canada to:
— Extend the benefits of dutyfree automotive trade only to U.S.
manufacturers, and not to those of
Japan or other countries.
— Put U.S. vehicle parts suppliers on an equal footing with
Canadian companies by dumping
Canadian content requirements.
— Eliminate an "illegal export
subsidy" that lowers the amount
of duty paid by auto companies
that purchase Canadian parts for
export to the U.S.
General Motors Corp., Ford
Motor Co. and Chrysler Corp. all
build cars and trucks in Canada
for sale in the United States, including all of Chrysler's small
minivans.
The pact has long been unpopular among U.S. autoworkers
because it secures jobs for Canadians without equal protection for
Americans. For instance, GM is
closing 11 plants in the United
States but keeping open some
weak plants in Canada.
In addition, Canada has given
Japanese automakers generous
incentives to open plants there.
Canada makes up less than 10
percent of the North American
auto market but about 30 percent
of the Japanese and Korean plants
in North America will be built
there.
Many in the U.S. auto industry
fear that means that Asian
makers will try to use the pact to
ship Canadian-made vehicles into
the United States duty-free, circumventing restrictions on exports from Japan to this country.
The governors forged the agreement while in Michigan last month
for a meeting of the National
Governors' Association. Their
statement was withheld until
Wednesday to give adequate
notice to the Ontario government
and because of reluctance to influence provincial elections
scheduled for Septernber, said
Marc Santucci, who handled the
arrangements for Michigan Gov.
James Blanchard.
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Reagan and officials pleased -at
Kohl's offer to dismantle missiles
LOS ANGELES ( AP — President Reagan and top aides say
that West Germany's offer to
dismantle its Pershing missiles
removes an obstacle to a
U.S.-Soviet arms control agreement but the United States did not
pressure Bonn to make the
decision.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl announced Wednesday that West
Germany will eventually destroy
its Pershing 1A missiles if the
superpowers agree to scrap
medium- and shorter-range
nuclear weapons.
Reagan aides said the West German action will be subject to further consultation with the United
States and other NATO allies.
They said they had not been informed of a timetable for removal
of the missiles.
A senior administration official
said the White House was alerted
to Kohl's announcement a day in
advance — first by a telephone
call from Kohl's office to national
security adviser Frank C. Carluc-

ci and then by a letter from the
chancellor to the president.
A paragraph was hurriedly inserted into Reagan's long-planned
foreign policy address here
Wednesday to reflect the development. Reagan said Soviet insistence that any arms control
treaty would apply to the Pershings was "without foundation,"
but that Kohl had "removed even
this artificial obstacle from
consideration."
"We are therefore hopeful that
the Soviet Union will demonstrate
that there is substance behind the
rhetoric they have repeated so
often of late — that they gepuinely
want a stabilizing INF agreement," the president said.
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater, in a statement issued
shortly before the president spoke,
said the disposition of the missiles
"is a matter for the Federal
Republic of Germany to decide, in
consultation with NATO."
"We therefore understand and
support the statement ... which

••• 481.••••••••••
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was made today by the
chancellor," Fitzwater said. He
added that NATO "must retain a
robust, modern and survivable
nuclear deterrent for the
foreseeable future."
Reagan, taking a five-day break
in Los Angeles from his annual
August vacation at his ranch north
of Santa Barbara, was meeting today with leaders of the
administration-backed Contra
rebels fighting against
Nicaragua's leftist government
Kohl's announcement came one
day after U.S. negotiators in
Geneva proposed less stringent
monitoring under the arms control
treaty. The revised U.S position
was an outgrowth of the Soviets'
recent agreement to dismantle all
short- and intermediate-range
missiles instead .of having each
side retain 100 as proposed earlier.
Monitoring, or verification, has
long been a sticking point in
U.S.-Soviet negotiations.

1
Murray Business and Professional Women president Faye Rogers
from the group to Angela Boyle of Calloway County High School (at left) presents a pair of $200 scholarships
(center) and Tammie Nance of Murray High
School. The scholarships are administered in $100 increments for
the fall and spring semesters at Murray
State University.

Nunn says he's
not a candidate
for presidency
ATLANTA IAP — Sen. Sam
Nunn, who had been considered a
potentially strong conservative
candidate for the Democratic
presidential nomination, said today he will not run for the
presidency in 1988 because of his
family and Senate responsibilities.
Nunn spokesman Scott Maxwell
said Nunn was sending out letters
to the many supporters who had
encouraged him to run, telling
them he had decided against
running.
A conservative Southern
Democrat, Nunn is chairman of
the Senate Armed Services Committee and the party's preemineril, expert on defense
matters.

We ran this Bedding Sale a year ago
and sold a Trailer Truckload.

Jamison has allowed us to re-order
at the same price as last year.

Lobbying...
(Cont'd from page I)
Sholar, government affairs director for the state Chamber.
Sholar, who said he had only
received a copy of the governor's
program the day before, spent
most of his 90-minute presentation
on a Chamber-supported report
from the governor's task force
that studied workers'
compensation.
Collins has proposed selling $380
million in bonds and charging
employers $80 million a year for 10
years to pay awards and partially
repay the bonds.
The $80 million would come
from a 20 percent surcharge on
workers' compensation insurance
premiums and an $18 annual levy
on each employee.
Wilkinson has proposed collecting $60 million a year for 25 years
to retire the debt. The $60 million
would be paid equally by the state,
coal industry and other
employers.
Harper has proposed that the
state provide $90 million a year for
10 years to retire the debt.
Harper's proposal is based on the
assumption that Kentucky raises
its income taxes to provide the
money.
Kentucky lawmakers will get a
chance to review all of the various
plans on Wednesday when House
and Senate members gather at the
Capitol for that purpose.

COMPARE IT WITH
OTHER BRANDS FOR
QUALITY AND PRICE

Now
Save
$299.95 $179.95 $120.00
$349.95 $199.95 $150.00
List

Laxalt...
(Cont'd from page))
of Reagan were prominent in their
reactions to Laxalt's withdraw!.
Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole of Kansas, though not invoking the spirit of Reaganism, cited
his friendship with Laxalt and
similar voting records in the
Senate.
In a statement issued without
fanfare through a news wire that
carries press releases, Laxalt said
that "even if our projections for
fund raising had been met, the
money. in my opinion, would have
been inadequate to conduct a
viable presidential campaign."
Laxalt, who has raised more
than $1 million, has said that he
wanted to have $2 million in the
bank by Oct. 1.
"In a way I am saddened to see
Paul Laxalt withdraw from the
race because he was promoting
the same conservative principles I
promote," Kemp said in a statement. "I know that Paul will
resume his role as a major leader
of the Republican Party. I hope he
will work with those of us who
share his principles in taking the
Reagan revolution to its next stage
in the next administration."

List
$399.95
$449.95
$549.95
$749.95

Now
$219.95
$269.95
$329.95
$449.95

Save
$180.00
$180.00
$220.00
$300.00
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SPECTIVE
Looking Back

Milerray Ledger & Times

Garrott's Galley

Ten years ago
The Rev. Walter E. Mischke,
President Jimmy Carter has superintendent of Paris District of
nominated Circuit Judge Ed
Methodist Church, will speak at
Johnstone of Princeton as United
revival services, Sept. 1-6, at
States District Judge for the
Bethel Methodist Church. John
Western District of Kentucky.
Harvey Perkins will be song
David Hill has been appointed to leader
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board to fill the unexpired term of
Carl Perkins, rock 'n roll star,
Dave Dickson.
will appear on stage of Murray
Leslye Carol Magness and
Drive-In Theatre tonight after the
James William Marvin Jr. were
movie, "Anastasia" starring Inmarried July 30.
grid Bergman, Yul Brunner and
Twenty years ago
Helen Hays.
The jury list for the September
Forty years ago
session of Calloway County Circuit
"Murray Viewbook" was
Court has been released by Sheriff
recently published by Murray
Cohen Stubblefield. The jury list
Chamber of Commerce. It is
was drawn by Circuit Judge
dedicated to the memory of
Richard Peck.
Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor
The Murray High School Band, of radio.
directed by Phil Shelton, is picCalloway County Farm Bureau
tured in a wide angle photo by
picnic will be tomorrow at Murray
Staff Photographer Ed Collie
while practicing for the coming City Park. Dr. Ralph H. Woods
will be the featured speaker.
football season.
Thirty years ago
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Buxton, Jerry Adams and
Eugene Shipley were Mr. and
Harold Shoemaker received their
Mrs. William Wells and Mr. and
Eagle badges, highest scouting
Mrs. M.G. Wells of Martin, Tenn.,
award, at Court of Honor held by
and Mr. and Mrs. William Trann
Murray Boy Scout Troop 45.
of Niagara Falls, N.Y.
•
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By M.C. Garrott rill

67 years ago, the Prim Rose Quartet
sent 'ern soaring with its spirituals
How many of you remember the
Prim Rose Quartet' Not many,
I'll bet. If you do, you'll have to be
getting on up there in years —
even into the '80s — because it was
formed in 1919. I was barely a year
old at the time, I know I don't
remember it.
The Prim Rose Quartet was a
quartet of young Murray black
men, which, for five years, went
all over this part of the country
singing spirituals and witnessing
in song for their Lord and Savior,
Jesus Christ.
The quartet was made up of Vernon Gibbert, David Palmer, Oscar
Skinner and Arthur Rowlett. Accompanying them on the piano
was Mrs. Roberta Morris-Smith.
With exception of Arthur, who
lives with his wife, Bertie, at 112
Spruce Street, all the others are
gone.
He has the only known picture of
the quartet, and he guards it with
his life. A couple weeks ago when
our black friends observed their
annual August 8 "Homecoming"
at the Hong Kong Restaurant, Arthur, at his own expense, had 300
reproductions of the 1919
photograph printed along with a
brief history of the quartet. He
gave a copy to as many as wanted
one and attending the big
celebration.
• • •
The quartet became widely
known across this part of the country 67 years ago. Traveling in Arthur's Model A Ford, they sang in
Burke's Chapel and the C.M.E.
Church in Paducah, in Metropolis,
Ill., Jackson, Paris and Puryear in
Tennessee and numerous other
churches, schools and
MP
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communities.
Generally, a "love offering"
was taken, and the quartet was
given 60 percent of it. The church
or sponsoring group received the
remaining 40 percent.
The quartet also had a standing
contract to sing once a month at
the Masons' Memorial Hospital,
the forerunner of and located
where the present Murray Calloway County Hospital is
today.
In 1922, the Roger Williams
Quartet from Roger Williams College in Nashville, Tenn., came to
-Murray for a concert, and the
Prim Rose four had the opportunity to sing with it. That was one of
the highlights of their career.
Gibbert and Arthur worked in
Murray's flourishing tobacco industry in those days, fashioning
tobacco into "twists" for chewing.
They worked at the old J.D.
Rowlett Tobacco Co. plant on
Poplar Street near South 3rd
Street. Much of the old plant has
since been torn down or
remodeled.
• • •
When the Rowlett plant closed,
the two of them continued twisting
tobacco across the area. Arthur,
who has long since retired, recalls
his last "twisting" job was with
the R.C. Owens Tobacco Co. at
Gallatin, Tenn.
David Palmer worked for Dr.
Will and Dr. Ora Mason, Arthur
recalls, and his biggest responsibility was going to Hazel and
picking up milk for use in the
hospital.
Gibbert, also is credited with
having named Sprite, the soft
drink. "He won $150 for coming up
with that in a Paducah contest,"
Arthur recalled.
Oscar Skinner also fashioned
many a twist of tobacco in his day,
Arthur said, but is best
remembered as a custodian at the
Post Office.
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"Aw, we were good," Arthur
laughs. "The place was full every
time we sang. They couldn't
seat'em all!" This, he chuckled,
was because they practiced "real
hard" every week.

Racers' dressing rooms, where
the coaches motivate the players
at halftime, "Doc" Tommy Simmons' training room and body
repair shop, the coaches' offices,
the weight room where the Racers
flex and build their muscles and
the plush Racer Room where the
Racer Club "puts on the dog" at
halftime with its buffet tables.
• • •
On the second level, you'll see
the offices and facilities of the
university's GED program, and
the Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC), including its
classrooms and rifle and pistol firing ranges.
Also on that level is the Racers'
ticket offices, the athletic director's offices, those of the sports information people and the basketball coaches. Now, those basketball offices are worth the time to
see!

Both Arthur and Bertie are 87
years old now, and do little more
these days than "just sit here and
try to stay cool." Arthur has one
son, C.E. Rowlett. He is 62 and
lives in Toledo, Ohio, where he
recently retired as a medical
technician in one of the city's major hospitals.
I had never heard of the Prim
Rose Quartet until Arthur
thoughtfully shared that picture of
the four of them in their tuxedos
and black bowties with me, but
they played a significant part in
the history of Murray and
Calloway County. I am thankful
that I learned of it from one of
those who lived it.
• • •
The sightseeing tours are not all
Spinning the wheel of time forMike has planned for Saturday.
ward to 1987 now, those of you who They're
going to
have wondered what was inside surplus equipmentoffer a lot of
— helmets,
that big pile of concrete and steel pads, stuff
like that — for sale, and
that we know as Roy Stewart there'll be a
picture-taking session
Stadium at Murray State Univer- out on the field.
sity will have an opportunity this
So, if you want a picture made
coming Saturday, Aug. 29, to tour with Bill Bird,
Willie Cannon or
and see it all for yourself, courtesy Rodney
Payne — three of the best
Murray State's new head football running backs
in the OVC if not in
coach Mike Mahoney.
all Class AA football — either you
Mike is holding an "open house" or your little ones,
they'll be out on
at the stadium that afternoon bet- the field waiting for
you with all
ween the hours of 2 and 5 p.m., and the other Racers just
for that
he hopes everybody in this part of purpose.
the country will come to see the
stadium and to hear its story.
You also might want a picture
with quarterback Michael Proctor
The stadium is far more than
stands from which to watch fleet or one of the massive linemen like
and massive football players maul 285-pound Richard Watson or
each other in "playful" combat. 265-pound Greg Hurd, or the
It's also a multi-purpose academic scrappy "little" center, Marshall
and athletic facility, and if you've Sills, or the fleet wide receiver,
never been down inside it, you Stanley Howard. They'll all be
oughta grasp this opportunity to there.
see it.
Mike and his whole organization
Deep down in it, you'll see the lope you will, too.
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BUILT RIGHT NI!
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MODEL A112

OFF,

No. 1 in: Long Life, Fewest Repairs.
Lowest Service costs and Brand
Preference • Large "Family Size" Tub
•(Based on Consumer Brand Preference Surveys)

MAYTAG
JETCLEAN DISHWASHERS

MAYTAG
BIG LOAD DRYERS

• Nobody Gets Your Dishes Cleaner
• Unsurpassed Capacity

No 1 Preferred Dryer' • Commercially
Proven • Big Load Drying Capacity
')Based on a Consumer Brand Preference Survey)

Letters To The Editor

Sen. Ford responds to Land Between the Lakes letter
Editor's Note: Following is a
letter from U.S. Senator Wendell
Ford to Bob Harrell 804 So. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky., a member of the
Citizens Upholding the Constitution and American Values Committee, on the draft concept plan
for development of Land Between
the Lakes.
Dear Citizens Upholding the Constitution and American Values
Committee:
I appreciate your sharing with
me your thoughts on the draft concept plan for development of Land
Between the Lakes. In turn, I have

6tRAPPITIr

ISO,MeNarght Synd In,

MODEL
WU502

MODEL
D212

GREAT BUYS TOO, ON MAYTAG COOKING PRODUCTS.

Ward & Elkins
Downtown on the Square
Murray

753-1713

discussed your opinions and suggestions with Tennessee Valley
Authority officials. As you know, I
prevailed upon them to extend the
comment period on the plan,
which has allowed the U.S. Forest
Service to perform an independent
study of the potential impact of
further development on the LBL
reservation upon tourism and
businesses in the surrounding
area. TVA estimates that a final
plan will be formulated by mid.
September — one that has taken
into account the above-mentioned
study and all the criticism that has
been generated.
I have made it clear to TVA officials that development which
goes beyond the original intent of
LBL — a demonstration project in
recreational development, is not
acceptable. Any additions to LBL
should increase commerce in
western Kentucky, not detract
from it.
In closing I must point out that,
at the time LBL was created,
never was there the intention of
doing anything to the area but
develop it. A 1964 Revised Concept
Statement says, "All of the area's
resources are to be administered
and cultivated to produce the
greatest possible outdoor recreation potential. The area in Its present state is aesthetically satisfy-

ing and offers a pleasant contrast
to the surrounding rural-industrial
environment, but it contains only a
very few scenic or historic
features which must be preserved
against excessive recreation use."
Compared to what was outlined
in this plan. TVA has been and will
continue to be, even under the new
plan, conservative in its administration of LBL.
My best to you.
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Movie was enjoyed
Dear Editor:
Six West View residents, along
with three staff members, recently visited the Cheri Theatre for an
afternoon movie. They thoroughly
enjoyed themselves. On behalf of
the residents, I would like to thank
the management and staff for
their exceptionally courteous and
thoughtful services during our
visit. The extra service and
politeness of the staff meant a lot
to these residents, some of whom
had not been to a movie in years
Thank you again for making
their day so special.
Sincerely,
Carol York, Act. Director

THE MUKHAI LE114,Ult

Teen Resents New Member
DEAR PATTI: Yes. I, too, am
Of Grandpa's
shocked. Perhaps the bride was

Dealt)

6gly

•••

once-beloved grandpa Visits us. We
are all terribly upset by his attitude.
Dad is heartbroken because he can't
seem to get through to his only
grandson. Dad has been a widower
for over eight years. The lady is
well-known to my wife and me. She
is a lovely person and a widow.
How can we get through to
Charles and persuade him that Dad
has not committed a terrible crime?
Don't suggest our minister, Abby.
He is rather conservative and does
not approve of "living in sin."
CANADIAN DAD
DEAR DAD: You are assuming that Charles is angry with
Grandpa for "living in sin." I
think he's angry for another
reason — he's jealous of the
intimate relationship Grandpa
has with the attractive lady.
Charles needs to talk about his
feelings honestly — if not with
you and Grandpa, then with a

counselor. When he admits to
himself why he overreacted, he
will be able to handle it in a
more mature manner.
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine
recently received the following
thank-you note for her wedding gift:
"Dear Mrs.(
),
"Thank you for the $10. I know it
will come in handy. Love, (signed
by the bride)"
Included was the following:
"From the Good News New Testament (today's English version),
fourth edition: James 4:8: Come
near to God and he will come near
to you. Wash your hands, you
sinners! Purify your hearts, you
hypocrites!"
Abby, needless to say, my friend
was shocked. Don't you think it
would have been better had the
bride sent no thank-you note at all
than to send this cruel, insulting
message?
PATTI IN CHINA GROVE, N.C.
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Hyde Park
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SUGAR
8 ph

5 lb.
WITH $15 PURCHASE

DEAR ABBY. My husband of six
years thinks it is perfectly OK to
visit my 17-year-old daughter's
bedroom at bedtime to "talk" to her
She sleeps in the nude and makes
very little effort to cover up.
I am vehemently opposed to this
and have told my husband 80, but
he thinks I am paranoid, crazy and
evil-minded. Am I?
WONDERING
IN SAN ANTONIO

APS, BC/BS
Medicaid Ky
•Emergency Service
•Mait Out Service
•Screening For Drug Interactio
•2 Registered Pharmacists
•Free Delivery
•New Lower Prescription Prices
Merchandise arriving daily
in our gift shop

• ••

(Problems? Write to Abby. For a
personal, unpublished reply, send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Abby, P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90069.)
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15 oz

753-1462

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Alpo All viavors

DOG FOOD

14 oz

DINNER

7y• oz.

Northern

PEPSI & PEPSI PRODUCTS $ 167 MILK
PLUS DEPOSIT WITH $5.00 PURCHASE

Blue Bonnet

gal. $19
9

Florida Gold Pure
64 oz.

2/89'
4/$1
69

Golden Wheat Macaroni & Cheese

16 oz

Hyde Park Whole

4

•PCS, PAID Metimet,

Downtown
Court
Square
Murray

Hyde Park

CHILI HOT BEANS
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On All Prescriptions.

DEAR WONDERING: Not in
my book. And if you haven't
already spoken to your daughter about the impropriety of
these nocturnal visits, it's time
you did.

1407 Main Street
753-4682
STORE HOURS:
8-7 Mon-Thurs; 8-8 Fri & Sat
We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve the Right
To Limit Quantities
Prices Good thru
September 2nd

42011#V.301
1 1W9
1P'cococil.
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My son,"Charles,"
who is almost 14, has always had a
wonderful relationship with my
father — his grandfather — until a
few months ago. For about a year
and a half, Charles would stop at
his grandpa's on the way to school,
and they would have breakfast
together. Charles even had a key to
Dad's house, and would start
preparing breakfast while Dad was
shaving.
This, of course, was on school
days. However, one Saturday morning, Charles had to be at school to
practice for a play. He went to his
grandpa'q as he usually did on
school days, let himself in with his
own key and found Grandpa having
breakfast with an attractive lady —
both in their pajamas!
Charles never did go to school for
play practice. Instead, he stormed
home and locked himself in his
room. Now he will talk to no one,
and rushes out of the room when his

TIM VS

HOLLAND DRUGSAP

more disturbed than vicious.
Pray for her.

Breakfast Club

k

NAPKINS

140 Ct

3 $1
TEA BAGS
$189
APPLE JELLY
79 CORN OIL .
179 COFFEE
$199
I T TISSUE.4 roll pkg.87" COKE & COKE PRODUCTS 89 BRI WNIE
oz.99'
PEACHES
79 ORANGE JUICE 99 FLOUR
79'
1K
CORN OIL
'299
PAPER TOWELS
69 PEANUT BUTTER $169 TOMATO KETCHUP32 oz
CAKE MIX
CHIP DIP
49
PIN
EAP
PLE
59
'
EST mE
09

ORANGE JUICE

1 lb.

Barna

Lipton Family Pack

24 Count

II Imo

Crisco Pure

American Ace

1001

16 oz

32 oz.

Aurora

2 liter

Argo Sliced

Florida Gold Frozen

1 lb bay

Pillsbury Fudge

Pillsbury Plain or Self Rising

29 oz

MCI

. 12 oz.

5 b

,

Flav-O-Rich Lowfat

Mazola Pure

Paramount ros er

WO%

al. $ 16
9

Bounty Jumbo Roll

64 or

Skippy

Hunts

18 oz

Betty Crocker

8 oz

Order Your Party Trays, Owen's Best
Deli-Made Salads, Barbeque, Baked Ham
& Turke ,etc. for those family picnics •

•

A

Quarter Sliced

T-BONE STEAK
$359

lb.

LB

LETTUCE
I Arlie

Home Grown

TOMATOES

lb

Yellow Delicious

APPLES

. lb.

Fresh Green

CABBAGE
Ye'llow Delicious

APPLES

lb

lb

Pork Loin End

11,01

$429

fainow

BBQ BEEF

$298

Owens Best

lb

Fields

BBQ CHICKEN

$

89

Owen's Best Deli Made Hot or Reg

1 lb.

PIMENTO CHEESE
Baby

lb

Extra Lean

3 lb

BBQ PORK
()web

Williams

b

LB.

Owen s Famous

IP

Cello Pack

CHICKEN BREAST
$ 149

$ 1 09

Country Style

GREEN PEPPERS

Home of
/
1
4" Trim Meats

Grade "A" Family Pack

GRO3U4FkBEEF

ut

59° PORK CHOPS
4P1 SPARE RIBS
49° ROAST
59°
BOLOGNA
25°
4P1 SAUSAGE
$ 1 19 GROUND CHUCK

. 15/
7 2 oz. can

Owen s Best Family Pack

LB

Center

risp Head

.

T IN TOWN

U S Choice

PORK LOIN
$ 149

9

Delmonte Crushed

18% oz.8
9

CARROTS

$1

Hyde Park 3 Flavors

SWISS CHEESE

lb

$279

$329

Owen's Best Deli M.Hle

lb

HAM SALAD

$ 1 89
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Persons are guests in area homes
By MRS. R.D. KE V
Aug. 4, 1987
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and daughter. Tabitha spent last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Griffith of Knoxville. Tenn. They

also visited the mountains and
other places.
Mrs. Pauline Boyd visited Mr
and Mrs. David Boyd Sunday.
Mrs. Dorothy Morris visited
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Saturday.
Enroute home she visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Jewel Key and Estelle
Morris.
Mrs. Seattle Hemphill was admitted to Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn., last week.
She has been at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Orr a few days.
Mrs. Oyna Orr and Mrs. Sue
Nance were recent patients at
Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. David Peeler and
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Mitch
Sykes Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Jenkins,
Malone and Blake visited Mr.
and Mrs. Troy Bogard last
weekend.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited Mrs.
Jessie Paschall Sunday. Other
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visitors in the afternoon were Mr.
and Mrs. Cooper Jones and Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
Nashville, Tenn., left July 11 to
spend two weeks with their
daughter, Ginger Wyatt in Idaho.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes, Matthew Sykes and Susan Lee visited
the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Jewel Key Saturday.
Mrs. Jennie Sykes was admitted
to Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn., on July 26. She was
dismissed Aug. 1 and is now at the
home of Mrs. Sadie Cooper.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Fletcher
left home Monday to go to see
their doctor at Paris. They had a
car accident and were admitted to
Henry County Medical Center.
Mrs. Fletcher sustained a fractured arm, cuts and bruises.
Mrs. Dorothy Morris was admitted to Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn., on July 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Cooper visited
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes Friday
night.
Tabitha Lee spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dalton and
attended service at Westside Baptist Church with the family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Smith of
Louisville spent a few days here
with Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Holley.
They returned home with them for
several days.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
and sons, Ricky and Bryan of Murray attended services at North
Fork Baptist Church Sunday and
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr in Puryear.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins,
the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes,
and the Rev. Jerry Lee visited
Mrs. Dorothy Morris, a patient at
Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and
son, Matthew visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ruben Fletcher Sunday afternoon..
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Jo Btirkeen, editor

Faulkner-Gardner vows solemnized
The wedding of Miss Kellie R
Faulkner and Shawn R. Gardner
was solemnized in a summer
ceremony at Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church.
Parents of the bride are the Rev.
and Mrs. Don Faulkner. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Straw of Southfield, Mich.,
and of Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Faulkner of Union City, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Mrs.
Joan Hill of Lynn Grove and Dan
Gardner of Murray. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Bernice Gardner
and the late Hill Gardner and of
Mr. and Mrs. John McCuiston of
Puryear, Tenn.
Officiating at the double ring
ceremony was the Rev. Paul
McAdoo of Obion, Tenn.
A program of nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Dorothy Warren, organist, and Mrs. Oneida
White, pianist and vocalist.
The altard was decorated on
either end by candle spirals; the
center was a sixteen candle arch
adorned with fresh leather leaf,
silk ivory lilies, mums, roses and
baby's breath. The pews were
marked with peach ribbons, bows,
greenery and baby's breath.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father.
bouquet was of silk lilies, carnaShe wore a formal gown of white tions, apple blossoms
and baby's
taffeta and Venise lace trim. The breath accented
with peach
princess bodice was designed with streamers. The bridesma
ids each
a center front lace medallion and
carried a single silk sonia rose acfull melon sleeves. The ruffled cented with peach
streamers andi
skirt was enhanced with a double baby's breath.
peplum and satin ribbon trim.
Tiffany Faulkner, niece of the
Candy box bows of satin accented
bride, was flower girl. She wore a
the back of the gown and attached
ruffled dress of peach silk and carsemi-cathedral train.
ried a white wicker basket acHer matching fingertip veil was cented with peach
bows.
attached to a bridal wreath headThe groom wore a black and
piece of silk pearled flowers. She grey pin striped
tuxedo and a had
carried a bridal bouquet of silk
a boutonniere of a white rose with
peach sonia roses, white carnababy's breath.
tions, ivy and baby's breath.
Mark McClure served as best
Mrs. Gaye McClure was the
man. Stacy Underhill and Shannon
matron of honor. Miss Amanda
Gardner, brother of the groom,
Bruridige and Miss JoAnn Cotton, served as groomsm
en.
both of South Fulton, Tenn., were
Ushers were Scott Faulkner,
bridesmaids.
brother of the bride, and Allen
The attendants wore tea length
McDougal. Christopher Watson
dresses of peach satin with full
III, nephew of the bride, was ring
melon sleeves. Mrs. McClure's
bearer.

Mr. and Mrs. Shawn R. Gardner
The men attendants and the
father of the bride wore grey
tuxedoes.
Jeanne Underhill kept the guest
register.
The Ade's mother chose to
wear a peach cotton dress trimmed in lace. The groom's mother
was attired in a navy skirt and
white silk blouse.
A reception followed in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
The three-tiered wedding cake
was decorated with silk peach
flowers and topped with a bride
and groom statuette. Centering
the table was a peach centerpiece.
The corners of the table were
decorated with peach bows.
Serving were Jody Gardner,
Christy Anderson and Faye
Johnston.
After a brief wedding trip, the
new Mr. and Mrs. Gardner are
residing in Murray.
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Don't Miss Our
Friday & Saturday Night Specials

Mr.
Heath(
Paduc,
Janice

ALL YOU CAN EAT

FRIDAY NIGHT SEAFOOD BUFFET
Now Featuring

Prime Rib only 1 295
LAST
WEEK!

SATURDAY NIGHT
Buy One Prime Rib Get 2nd At
Only $ 1095 With

LAST
WEEK!
/2 Price

Salad Bar

The Dakota
1510 Chestnut
AllOWAMOWASIgagar

.4)
3ofjorowra

759-9755

drirr

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

'VIOLIN RECITAL — Students of Mrs. Conny Ottway recently
presented
a violin recital in memory of Mandy Ottway at First
Assembly of God
Church on Highway 94 East. Participating were, from
left, front row,
Krisy Whitfield, Ginny Wright, Jessie Ottway, Jean
Orr, second row,
Katy Wafters, Mary Lough, Naomi Piercy, Ryan
Cunningham, back
row, Mrs. Ottway, Paige Patterson, Julie Foster,
Craig Rogers, Angie
Hamilton Murdock and Philip Brown.

STUDENTS PERFORM — Piano students of Mrs. Neale B. Mason
recently presented two recitals in the Doyle Fine Arts Complex of Murray State University. In the top photo are,from left, seated, UZI Griffin,
Whitney Price, Kristen Farmer, standing, Adam Wells, Adam Meloan,
Erica Stickler, Allison McDaniel, Stacy Schroeder, and in back, Mrs.
Mason. In the bottom photo are, from left, front row, Melody Parker,
Sarah Conklin, Kristen Farmer, Erica Rowlett, Robyn Dick, back row,
Matthew Price and John Dailey. Not pictured are Andrea, Katie and
Valerie Bourne, Christine Griffiths, Joanna Kind, Molly Melson and
Nathan Hughes.

Tkti
Isiah
Studio.
$25 Perm
Special

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.

Wierray Ledger & Times

*Includes perm.
cut & style

7

Expires 9-887

There's more than
one way to perm
a head of hair!
Hours:
Mon.-Eri. 10:00 a.m.-.5:00 p.m
Tues-Open til 8 p.m
Open Late by Appointment

Hwy. 641 N.
753-6435

in,s offer expires September 19
1981 and is to be used only lot the
Purchase of ArtCarved 101( and
14K Gold H S Class rings

t
ON ALL

GOLD H S
CLASS RINGS

ARTORVED
CLASIINGS

#-

A V E

ONLY THRU SEPT. 19!

Free Custom

Features

k's Jewelry

took'

843

Central
Murray

Shopping
BRIM TNIS AD

Center
753-1696
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Dowdy and Montgomery vows said
Miss Rita Annette Dowdy and
Tom David Montgomery were
married on Sunday, July 5, at 3
p.m at First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
The Rev. William H. Fisher officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
Music was presented by Mrs.
Bea Farrell, organist, and Mrs.
Claydean McCallon, soloist and
guitarist.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Dowdy of
Farmington.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Montgomery of Murray.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father.
She wore a formal gown of
candleglow taffeta. The lace.
overlaid fitted bodice featured a
high neckline and sheer yoke with
long sleeves tapered to a point at
the wrist, all accented with seed
pearls. The full circular skirt was
bordered with a lace-trimmed ruffle that fell into a chapel length
train.
Her fingertip veil fell from a
spray of candleglow silk flowers
and seed pearls.
The bride's bouquet was a
cascade of dogwood and English
ivy, centered with a lotus blossom.
It was accented with strands of
pearls and lace streamers.
Miss Regina Dowdy of Farmington, sister of the bride, served
as maid of honor. She wore a tea
length dress of rose with an ivory
lace overlay. Her bouquet was of
rose carnations and canteberry
bells.
Best man was Ronnie Wilson of

27.

19$7
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"The coward calls the brave man
BID WITH THE ACES
North South
rash, the rash man calls him a
1•
1•
87
8,27
coward'
;•
South holds •Q J 9 3
— Aristotle
•A Q J 109
ANSNER: Three spades In this se•10 4
quence. a major-suit jump on the
45 3
second round of bidding is highly inWho is he that is brave enough to
vitational but not forcing
refuse his heart king at trick one
He may never win a heart trick but
he will guarantee a game for his
side.
Today's South cowardly won his
heart king at trick one and bravely
led a club to dummy's eight and
NIGHT
NOON BUFFET
East's queen. East returned a heart
BI'FFET
moo Frida N
and the end was quick, if not
5 00 p m
7 30 p
1 1 a rn
2pm
painless.
411 You
411 l'ou
"I took the heart king because I
$349
$349
(are To Eat
('are To Ear
thought I knew where the club
queen was," alibied South. He failed
Table Service
753-0900
to notice that he missed a surer
(14 istpit•
play.
II vs . 64 / %4irth
fr
South should refuse to win the
first heart since he has a choice of
which way to finesse in clubs. If
West continues hearts. South wins
and then finesses clubs into the East
hand. East wins but has no heart to
lead, and South wins 10 tricks.
If West switches to spades, dummy wins and a club is finessed into
the West hand. The finesse wins and
South has the same 10 tricks. Had
the finesse lost, South's heart king
would still be safe from
An interesting situation. If Sout
•••••••••••••••
grabs and runs, he is at the mercy of
an accurate club guess. If he stalls
for a moment, he can choose the
safe way to play the clubs.

oat" s M2261(1114

Buffet

•

,
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Come To The

Mr. and Mrs. Tom David Montgomery
Murray. Ushers were Brad
Dowdy, brother of the bride, and
Randy Smith, both of Farmington.
The groom and his attendants
wore grey pinstripe tuxedoes.
Mrs. Dowdy, mother of the
bride, wore a street length dress of
pale pink georgette. The groom's
mother was attired in a street
length dress of mint green.
Each mother wore a white
gardenia corsage.

A reception followed in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Mrs. Tina Bittel, Mrs. Jada
Mason and Mrs. Marla Smith
served at the bride's table.
Serving at the groom's table was
Mrs. Margaret Griffith, cousin of
the groom.
Following a wedding trip to St.
Louis, Mo., the new Mr. and Mrs.
Montgomery are residing in
Owensboro.

Newborns and dismissals are listed
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Aug. 26, have been released as
follows:

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

THU/MI.2AI*. AL GL

Newborn admissions
Cooper baby girl, parents.
Sheila and Mike, Hazel;
Hunter baby boy, parents,
Kimberly and Stoney, Rt. 4, Box

DATEBOOK
'Family Caregiver' event Monday
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Inc. and Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Home Health in conjunction with Purchase Area
District Development will offer a program entitled "Caring for the
Family Caregiver." There will be a video presentation developed by
Western Kentucky University Gerontology Program and Discussion.
This will be Monday, Aug. 31, at 1:30 p.m. in conference room of
Calloway County Public Library. All persons who are now family
caregivers or who are interested in learning more about this vital role
are invited to attend. For additional information call the local senior
citizens' office, 753-0929.

171, Benton.
Dismissals

Mrs. Beverly Stephens and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 101, Hazel; Ronnie
Thorn, 703 South Ninth St.,
Murray;
James Moore, Northwinds
Trailer Ct., No. 22, Murray; John
Shendock, Box 205, Hazel;
Darrell Russell, Rt. 6, Box
339A-1, Murray; Mrs. Louise
Thompson, Rt. 1, Box 24, Hardin;
Ms. Shirley Branthoover, Rt. 5,
Box 422, Benton; Toy Grooms, 703
South Ninth St., Murray.

Weekend Special

NORTH

Rent 3 Movies
Get / Free
Members get 2 Free

8-27A

•K
•6 54
•A K 8 6 2
•K 108
WEST
EAST
•Q J 9 3
+10652
l'AQJ 109
•8 2
•10 4
•J 9 5 3
45 3
4Q 4 2
SOUTH
4A 84
•K 7 3
•Q 7
•A J 9 7 6
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: South
The bidding:

,4)Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday
Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

°P
r

$8.95
RENTAL SALES

South
West
North
East
14
1•
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead Heart queen

CENTER
Murray

7334201

Open 111I 8 Fri. 11 6 Sat.

Heather Nicole Reed born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Reed of Mayfield are the parents of a daughter.
Heather Nicole, born on Thursday, Aug. 13, at Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hopkins of Mayfield.
Janice Reed of Mayfield and Billy Reed of Hardin.
(Cont'd onpage8)

SIMIRTS

2

or/

SIDEWALK
SALE

II

Shown ,VontakeS ROTHSCHILD. Imperial Baroque Formal China

HOW OUR BRIDAL REGISTRY WORKS FOR YOU—
Over the years we've found our Bridal Registry Service to be
one of the most appreciated of all the services that we offer to
our cuistomers. It makes it easy for you to select the perfect
wedding or shower gift because you know it's exactly what the
prospective bride is looking for.
The engaged couple register their preferences in china, crystal
flatware and giftware. We record this and update the list as gifts
are purchased, to avoid duplications.
Visit us the next time you're shopping for wedding or shower
gifts. We'll help you select the gift the bride really wants. Well
gift-wrap it. We'll ship it. And the service is tree!

Friday 9:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.iSaturday 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

DRESSES

1/2
TO 2
/
3 OFF
Missy, Petite, Junior, Half Size, Including Transition

4ertestrifieweNr# e
Codiges
Is ow registry:
Melissa Emerson and Chad Cochran
Laura Sears and James Overbey
Karen Roach and Mark Glover
Catherine Simmons and Jon Garrett
Marlene Norsworthy and Roger Fox
Jim and Linda Cain

SHOES

3 OFF
/
2 TO 2
1
/
Noturolizer, Selby. Life Stride Gloria Vonoerb, s

SPORTSWEAR

4 OFF
/
2 TO 3
1
/
All Summer Sportswear & Swimwear Included Reg 6 00 to 70.00

JEWELRY

3
/
4

OFF

Regular 3 00 to 50 00 Values

HANDBAGS

2
/
3 TO
Regular 10 00 to 86 00 Values

/
3
4

OFF

ACCESSORIES 2/30 /
1
4 OFF
Regular 3 00 to 41 00 Values

BRAS

/
3
4

LINGERIE

/
3
4

1
/
2 10
Regular I0 00 to 21 00 \.olues
1/310
Regular 3 33 to 67 00 ‘,alues

LOUNGEWEAR

1
/
3 TO

OFF

OFF

2
/
3
OFF

Regular 11 00 to 41 00 Values

74..544dea4e
121 By Pass Murray
753-4541
Hours: Moo.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 5:X p.m.
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Couple to be married at Crestwood

PIANO RECITAL - Students of Mrs. James Carlin recently presented a recital in Farrell Recital Hall of
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. They are, from left, front row, Crystal Johnson,
Michael Galloway, Ginger Hicks, Angie Schwartz, Summer Roberson, Renee Cannon, back row, Andrea
Rose, Melanie Williams, Tina Johnson, Lori England, Joy Hart and Sara Fitts.

Down Concord Way

Side saddle sale brings memories
of writer's first teaching position

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Laura
E. Abel to Michael McDonald Pitman, son of Dr. and Mrs. W.J. Pitman of Murray, has been announced by her parents, Mrs. George
Trotter and James Abel, both of
Louisville.
Miss Abel is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Skiles of
Grayville, Ill., and of Mr. and Mrs.
Milford C. Abel of Fairfield, Ill.
Mr. Pitman is the grandson of
Mrs. William Wallace Lyle and
the late Mr. Lyle of Goshen, Va.,
and of the late Mrs. Opal Pitman
McCuiston and the late William
Judson Pitman of Murray.
A graduate of the University of
Kentucky, Miss Abel is a member
of Delta Delta Delta Sorority. She
is manager of Credit Thrift of
America in Louisville.
Mr. Pitman is a graduate of
Murray State University and the
University of Kentucky College of
Law. He is a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. He recently joined the firm of Barnett & Alagia in
Louisville.
A morning wedding is planned
for Saturday, Oct. 10, at
Crestwood United Methodist
Church, Crestwood.
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Laura E. Abel, fiancee
ofMichael McDonald Pitman

will find nothing more precious to
their relatives than now are the
antique reminders of hardship
days when, with faith in God, left
priceless heritages.
Another light has gone from
another old Concord home since
one of our oldest citizens, Locke
Montgomery, is hospitalized.
His wife, the former Connie
Redden was Concord's French
teacher.
Though times have changed
since my school days. I count
myself fortunate to know many
children.
Recently Spiceland relatives
have called with lovely children
from different states, all well

trained.
Randy and Tony McClure's four
little ones, Michelle, Mitchel, An- 'Family Ties'
drew and Kimberly McClure all
lined up in my living room one day comes in first
and sang "Jesus Loves Me."
NEW YORK AP I - Here are
Thanks, parents and grandparents
for all cooperate in rearing those the prime-time television ratings
as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen
children.
Schools, by now, will be starting Co. for the week of August 17-23.
different from my day: but may The listings include the week's
"readin, ritin, and rithmetic" still ranking, with full season-to-date
be taught but never neglecting Ec- ranking in parentheses. rating for
clesiastes 12-1 "Remember now the week, and total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
thy creator in the days of thy
one-time-only presentation. A
youth."
With aging comes the need for rating measures the percentage of
the nation's 87.4 million TV
geography information.
Julie Lovins who with 40 others, homes.
1. (2) "Family Ties," NBC, 21.4
has recently returned front an informational tour, brought me a rating, 18.7 million homes.
2. (1) "The Cosby Show," NBC,
souvenir from Honduras where
she had slept on a mat on a cabin 20.2, 17.6 million homes.
floor in lovely woods, nights after
2.(11)"Night Court," NBC,20.2,
busy days of learning about the 17.6 million homes.
cOt.'PONt:
4. 13) "Cheers," NBC, 19.0, 16.6
people of Honduras.
Now I'm finding where the Per- million homes.
5. (7) "60 Minutes," CBS, 16.9,
sian Gulf is on the map. I had
never heard of it in my school 14.8 million homes.
6.(5)"Golden Girls," NBC, 16.7,
days.
14.6
million homes.
forgotten
soap
I
have
operas
on
Great Italian Food
7. (6) "Growing Pains," ABC,
television, almost, there is so
much to learn about - more im- 16.4, 14.3 million homes.
8.(25) "L.A. Law," NBC, 15.9,
portant things.
4 P t6 P, UM 1
I heard a sermon on radio one 13.9 million homes.
Expires September 5. 1987
9. (9) "Who's the Boss?", ABC,
Saturday evening likening our
Paducah, KY 42001
27 I I Jackson Street
442 2626
modern days with those of Daniel 5 15.0, 13.1 million homes.
10. (36) "Valerie," NBC, 14.9,
when King Belshazzar had a big
WITH COUPON
WITH COUPON
feast, and suddenly a man's hand 13.0 million homes.
wrote on the wall, words inter10. (481 "The Man From Snowy
1 preted by Daniel meaning "Thou River" - "Movie of the Week,"
S are weighed in the balances, and NBC, 14.9, 13.0 million homes.
No Membership Fee
24 Hour Rentals
S
art found wanting." Read it.
VCR & Film Rental
All VHS
S As I sat by
my window, recently, 'American Bandstand'
Good through 1 looking across road to Mrs. Lucy
I
in Book of Records
December 31 1987 0 Finney's yard sale in progress,
IGI
under a big tree, I was carried
I
LOS ANGELES (AP) back to the day, my father planted
LS)
I
"American
Bandstand," where
that tree then, in the 1944's while
rock 'n' roll records have been
S Rainey Lovins who then owned the spinning for 35 years, is being
I house was on Okinawa in service. honored by the Guinness Book of
1 Many people have sat under that World Records as TV's longest.
1 tree. It has served! Many who en- runningentertainment program, a
I joyed its shade, are gone.
publicist says.
Any 10 Tanning
I If everyone living now would, as
"Bandstand" host Dick Clark
many
have, try to leave this old
Session Package at CLASSIC TANNING
I
will be honored for the ac103 Sctr 3rd
I world a little better than they complishment Sept. 14 with the
Hours 8'00-8:00
ut_.• Cress Furr-ture Inc
S found it, how different future first
o,ncu- Sat
Supreme AchieveI history could be. No weighed and mentGuinness
Phone: 753-3621
Award,
publicist Warren
.1 found wanting."
Cowan said.

By ESTELLE SPICELAND
A recent sale advertising a side
saddle evoked more memories of
a past I like to re-live:
My youngest brother rode
behind me, holding to our
mother's old side saddle as we
rode horseback to my first
teaching job at a one-room school
miles away.
That old saddle ui later years
was polished by Dr. Gene Lovins,
a grandson, and today is a
treasure, though he and his grandparents are gone, leaving all
possessions.
But those now searching the
ocean floor for valuables in the
sunken Titanic since April 15, 1912
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Rent 1 Movie - Get 1 FREE
$2.00 OFF

SALE
FRIDAY ONLY
Four 30 Minute Sales
10:00-10:30 a.m.
12:00-12:30 p.m.

2:00-2:30 p.m.
4:00-4:30 p.m.

Register to win 4 Sterling Silver Rings.
One ring will be given away after each
30 minute sale.

2S%

OFF on all
new fall merchandise.during .the four 30
minute sales

•

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 7)
'Old Tyme
'event to be Sunday
Paris District of the United Methodist Church will hold an "Old Tyme
Campmeeting" at 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 30, at Mt. Vernon United
Methodist Church, located in Weakley County about three miles west of
Sharon, Tenn., on Highway 89. "This gathering will be a celebration of
the history of the Paris District of UM Church," said Dr. William
Vaughan Jr., superintendent of the district. Mt. Vernon is oldest church
in Weakley County, second oldest in Paris District, and third oldest in
Memphis Conference. Singing and fellowship will begin at 3:30 p.m. with
a meal to follow at 5:30 p.m. Dr. Ed Crump, a member of the Tennessee
Conference and former district superindent, will speak at 7 p.m. Meat.
soft drinks, paper plates, napkins and plastic utensils will be furnished;
but participants are asked to bring their own covered dishes, tea and
lawn chairs.
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The Shelton Singers will be featured in a gospel singing at New Mt
Carmel Baptist Church on Sunday, Aug. 30, at 6 p.m. The public is invited to attend the event at the church, located on Highway 121 south of
New Concord.
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New Life Drama Co.: Acting on God's Gospel will present a program
on Sunday, Aug. 30, at 7 p.m. at First Assembly of God Church, Highway
94 East. This drama ministries' group is from Cleveland, Tenn.. and the
public is invited to attend, a church spokesman said.
Golf scramble planned at Oaks
Oaks Country Club will have a golf club scramble for all members on
Sunday, Aug. 30, at 1 p.m. Persons may sign up at the pro shop or come
and be paired at the tee, according to Charlie Hargrove, golf pro.
Beauty pageant on Sunday
Persons interested in participating in the Beauty Pageant on Sunday.
Aug. 30, at 1 p.m. at Jaycee building, Lakeway Circle, Paris, Tenn.,
should call Pat Nichols, Paris, at 1-901-642-1874, or Dorothy Cantrell of
Bradford, Tenn., at 1-901-742-3395. The competition will be in eight age
groups: girls, 0-1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-9, 10-12 and 13-18: boys, 0-2 and 3-5. There
will be a $10 entry fee.
PAAM/ will meet tonight
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill I PAAMI ), formerly
KAMI, will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in Oval Room of Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. Representatives from Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc.'', will be speaking on the
agency's various services in the nine-county area. PAAMI is a support
group for the family members of the mentally ill.
CCC reunion in October
Kentucky's ninth annual Civilian Conservation Corps reunion will be
held Oct. 2, 3 and 4 at Cumberland Falls State Resort Park. All former
members and personnel of any CCC camp, regardless of state served,
are invited to bring their families and friends. For more information
write Leroy Brown, P.O. Box 125, Muldraugh, Ky. 40155. For reunion
reservations call the park toll-free at 1-800-633-2093 in Kentucky or
1-800-325-0063 outside of Kentucky.

NOW TAKING
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FOR MOTOR
ROUTE CARRIER
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Corning community events announced
ThursdaN, Aug.!,
Murray High School will have a
bonfire at 8 p.m at practice field
— — — —
Compassionate Parents' Support Group will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.
Ladies Fun Night will start at
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club
with Bronda Parker and Shirley
Wade as hostesses.
————
Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
home of Janet Kenney, 1704
Farmer Ave. Note change in
meeting place.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call
Brenda at 753-2513, Pam at
759-1105 or Glen at 435-4143.
Revelation Seminar will be at 7
p.m. at Holiday Inn. For information call 753-3589 or 753-0835.

Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. in third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and Auxiliary
will meet at 7 p.m. at American
Legion Hall.
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Benton
Senior Citizens' Center. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
—— ——
Free concert by "Innovation,"
rock/soul group, will be at 6:30
p.m. at Cutchin Field Recreational Complex, Murray State
University.
— — — —
Calloway County Middle School
will host its Ninth Annual Middle
School Football Jamboree starting at 5 p.m.
————
Thursday Night Couples' Bowling League will meet at 7 p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
——— —
Purchase Area Alliance for the
Mentally Ill, support group for
families, will meet at 7 p.m. in
Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
————
Friday. Aug. 28
Epi-Care, epilepsy support
group, will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Lowry Annex. Pr:, D.ibrary,
Murray
oCIE•se•nity. Note
change frt, date listed Tuesday.
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CHALK UP

under
carry a full line of Martha Mmature
dresses and accessories

OLYMPIC PLAZA • MURRAY• (502) 753-9228
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12th location
Corner of 12th & Olive
Murray
We have the latest in
Junior & Misses Apparel
•Ruff Hewn

•Outback Red

•Melrose

'Campus Casual

•Forenza

•That's Me

•Young Edwardian

•Bonnie & Bill

•LaBelle

'Lord Issacs

•NOl

•B A D

•Used

•Zena

Apply for your Suzie 0 Charge
*Layaway Available
Hrs Mon -Fn. 9.30-8 00
Sat. 9:30-600
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Before Or After The Game, And .
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LOCAL FOOTBALL &
BONANZA
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TMC—Covers every home in Calloway County and also covers
West Tennessee and part of Marshall, Trigg and Graves County
OPEN RATES SHOPPER:

Groves
Co.

Now Open

a

LADIES SHOES $10" a
•We

Stanley Walker Nitely • Teti-out • No Cover

y a•-• ya

lexcluding jewelry & accessories •
, Friday & Saturday Only

•

Call for information on weekend specials

aaa-gaaaaa—amaana au- ...A..

FALL MERCHANDISE

tree

•

SUPER BUYS
20% Off

family
•

of your agenda now. Some people
you know are set in their ways or
their views Research about a financial matter is favored
PISCES
(Feb 19 to Mar 20)
gamic
Make sure you're getting the
proper remuneration for your services. New career chances rwcur
now P M finds you in top form with
friends and loved ones
IF
BORN
TODAY
you are
independent yet cooperative You are
a person meant to do his or her own
thing, yet usually have a sense of
service as well You can succeed in
business, but also are attracted to
poetry, music and writing. A theatncal career is also a possible vocation
for you. An intellectual field usually
finds you quite at home l'ou can be
stubborn at times Often periods r if
hard work alternate with idle times.
Birthdate of von Goethe, poet. Ben
Gazzara, actor. and Donald 'Connor,
actor

10

11.1r,r1.•

'1050

T.G. Sheppard
I) F•vidoe

it*

travel Home life tonight contributes
to a renewal of spirit. Intuition brings
insights
SCORPIO
((ct 23 to Nov. 21)
Too much concern about financial
returns will take the fun out of what
you're doing. Surprise someone with
a gift A friendship proves to be
uplifting
SAGI7TARRJS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You need to let your hair down a
bit. Have you been depriving yourself
of the fun in life? Today should bring
gains both socially and in business.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Are you getting the most out of
family life? Open your doors and
heart to others. Plan a dinner party or
some other affair Some become
enamored of a philosophy.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Making new friends should be part

Gene Watson

10

111•••••• • 191.0w

92°°

FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 28,1987
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
You may be too strict with yourself
Take a cue from a close tie Success
continues for you with a business
project that began yesterday
TAURUS
(Apr 20 to May 20)
It is important that you believe in
what you're doing in your career to
feel fulfilled An upcoming pleasure
trip looks like a once-in-a-lifetime
experience
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll be taking steps to broaden
your circle of friends. An impromptu
outing is exciting and romantic. An
investment in property will appeal to
some of you
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
546
Keep your career aspirations high
Don't lose sight of those ambitions.
Take a chance on your originality.
Harmonious times with a close tie are
indicated for tonight
LEO
(July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
You owe it to yourself to expand
along cultural lines. A weekend
getaway is marked by a pleasant
surprise. Revenues should still be on
the increase
VIRGO •
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Security is important to you but
you are limiting your investment
options. For some, it's a home
computer now. Romance in the p.m.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to 0(122)
Its time to investigate new horizons, intellectually and through

Covering 18,000 home in 5 Counties

Eddie RabbItt
8

Fraaces Drake

& Shopping Guide
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Your Individual Horoscope

Saturday, Aug. 29
Humane Society of Calloway
County will have a garage sale at 8
a.m. at home of Jo Cleta Williams
1512 Canterbury Dr.
— — — —
Murray High Band Boosters will
have a "free car wash" from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at two locations.
Hardee's and Sirloin Stockade.
— —— —
Murray Girl Scouts will havea
Uniform Swap/Sale from 9 a.m. to
12 noon at Girl Scout Cabin,
Sharpe Street.
————
Annual "Kick Off" of MayfieldGraves County United Way will be
at 11 a.m. on lawn of courthouse in
Mayfield.
————
Fall Fashion Show will be at
2:30 p.m. at Murray Wal-Mart
Store.
————
Purchase Players will have
auditions at 10 a.m. at Merle Norman Building, Mayfield. Persons
should use back entrance. For information call 1-247-5434.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Sewing Clothes at 2:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Attracting
Wildlife to Your Home at 10:30
a.m. and LBL Wildlife at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center;
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
Magic of the Night at 4 p.m. and
Our Daystar at 12 noon at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Dance with music by jukebox
will be from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
————
Organizational meeting for KET
Education 650 is scheduled at 9:30
a.m. in Room 118 of Wells Hall.
Murray State University. For information call 762-2086.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Overby Honda
to go bicycling. For information
call Pam at 759-1105, Brenda at
753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143.

Friday Morning Ladies' Bowling League will meet at 9 a.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
————
Greater Paducah Area Chapter
147 of Parents Without Partners
will have a potluck supper at 7:30
p.m. followed by other activities
at Irvin Cobb Ballroom, Paducah.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Girl Scout uniforms for Uniform
Swap/Sale on Saturday should be
brought to the Girl Scout cabin
between the hours of 5 to 7 p.m.
For information call 753-0163.
————
Football game between Murray
High and Calloway County High
will start at 7:30 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium, Murray.
————
Murray High School
Cheerleaders will sponsor a dance
following football game until midnight at Murray High School.
————
Calloway Public Library will be
closed today for necessary
repairs.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
————
Games will be at 8 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
———
Commodity Subcommittee of
Purchase Area Development
District will meet at 10 a.m. in
PADD office, Highway 45 North,
Mayfield.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
Two-day seminar on bachelor of
independent studies (BIS ) degree
will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
Barkley Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University. For information call 762-2186.
————
Singles of First Baptist Church
will leave at 6:30 p.m. for Putt
Putt Golf.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
Revelation Seminar will be at 7
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
p.m. at Holiday Inn. For informaHomeplace-1850; UAL Wildlife at 2
tion call 753-3589 or 753-0835.
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
————
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
Magic of the Night at 12 noon and 4
p.m. at American Legion
p.m. and Stargazing at 9 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
(Cont'd on page 18)
Annual 1987 "Show and Shine"
Antique Car Show will be at Brandon Farms, U.S. Highway 641
South, from sun up to sun down.
This is open to the public.
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Ky.
Mo;rfteld

Benton
Cod ,z

- Marshall
Co.
Calloway
Co.

Trigg
Co.

M jr-,cry

Tenn.

Full Page
/
1
2 Page
/
1
4 Page
18 Page

$429.57
$219.78
$109.89
$69.93

These rates are for full pages, Not tabloid
pages.
More discounts can be obtained by rerun ads from the Ledger & Times
Examples:

Henry Co.

Full Page

, Martin

Page

'87.78

Page

'43.89

18 Page

'27.93

Weokley Co.

ESTABLISHED RESPECTED. DEPENDABLE
—THAT'S THE—

Mtlierray Ledger & Times

Shopping Guide
Ser•fng Murray and Calloway County since 1879
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'171.57
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Coleman powers Cards, Molitor streak over
•

National
11,, The .Associated Press

Watch out Andre Dawson, Eric
Davis and Dale Murphy. Vince
Coleman is flexing his muscles.
Coleman homered, singled,
doubled, and scored the winning
run on Tommy Herr's grounder in
the seventh inning, lifting St, Louis
over Houston 5-4 Wednesday for
the Cardinals' fifth victory in six
games.
Coleman's second major-league
homer in 1.914 plate appearances
gave St. Louis a 4-2 lead through
five innings. Billy Hatcher's two-

out, two-run double off reliever
left-field fence for his 15th home
Ken Dayley, 8-4, in the top of the
seventh had tied the score 4-4
Don Robinson, 9-6, pitched 1 1-3
The victory kept St. Louis 44
innings to earn the victory. Robingames ahead of New York in the
son took over for starter Dave
NL East
Dravecky with two outs in the
6iants2.PhilliesO
eighth.
Bob Brenly's two-run homer
Mets 3, Dodgers 2
with two outs in the ninth inning
Keith Hernandez hit a home run
lifted San Francisco over host
in the sixth inning to extend his hitPhiladelphia, the Giants' fourth
ting streak to a career-high 16
straight victory.
games and Ron Darling pitched
The win gave the Giants a
six-hit ball for 7 1-3 innings as New
24-game lead over Houston in the
York beat Los Angeles at Shea
NL West.
Stadium.
Phillies starter Shane ftawley,
Darling, 11-8, has won seven of
who had held the Giants to two hits
his last eight decisions. He struck
and struck out a career-high 10,
out eight and walked three. Randy
gave up a bad-hop single to Chris
Myers came on after Darling
Speier with two outs in the ninth.
allowed a single and walk in
Brenly then hit a 1-0 pitch over the (Cont'd on page 11)

NCAA changes policy, restores athlete's eligiblity
ity The Associated Press

money last year from agent Norby
Walters, to resume playing next
month.
Austin must sit out Pitt's first
two games, Sept. 2 against
Brigham Young and Sept. 12
against North Carolina State, but
will be allowed to play in the Panthers' remaining games.
The ruling stipulates Austin
must repay the $2,500 he received
from Walters and must be free of
any contractural obligation to

PITTSBURGH — The NCAA, in
an abrupt change of long-standing
policy. will consider restoring the
efirbility of college athletes even
if they have prematurely signed
untrtAts with pro sports agents or
i••(•epted money from them.
The NCA A Division I Eligibility
CHrilniittt.,e voted Wednesday to
allaw University of Pittsburgh
-enior defensive back Teryl
ustin who admitted taking

him.
"By taking this action, we hope
we can encourage student-athletes
who have signed with agents to
come forward, with the knowledge
that the eligibility committee will
consider restoring a substantial
part of their remaining eligibility," said Lew Cryer, chairman of
the Eligibility Committee and
commissioner of the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association.
(Cont'd on page 11)

CATCH IT!!!
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Great Football From The
Murray State Racers

**************
a/estzc
*

FAMILY RESTAURANT

*

*********-k*,**
Where Excellent Food, Courteous
Service & A Pleasant Environment
To Dine In Is A Tradition
•

• COME & ENJOY WHAT MAYFIELD IS TALKING ABOUT

•

Meet the Racer staff
This is sae al a sada. Marray Sate coaches
published pier to MSC's optialig cealesi

Bill Weidner
After turning the defensive
tackle positions from a question
mark to the deepest position on
the Murray State defense, Bill
Weidner returns for a second
season which should be even
more productive than last year.
In his second stint on the
Racer coaching staff, Weidrier
spent the 1982 season at MSU
before leaving the Racers to go
to Stanford University. After
two years on the Cardinal staff,
he spent one season under
Coach Earle Bruce at Ohio
State before returning to WU
last season.
When he returned, he found a
group of relatively untested,
small, quick defensive tackles.
He developed that group into
the deepest position the Racers
return on defense this season.
Weidner received his
bachelor's degree from Springfield(Mass.)College hi 1979.
He then accepted the position of
physical director at the
Naugatuck YMCA and coached
the Pine Hill Packers at the
Junior high school level.
He broke into college
coaching In 1980 as offensive
line coach at the University of
New Haven.In 1981, he coached
tight ends at Southern Connecticut State before joining the
Murray State staff in 1982.
Weidner and his wife, Barbara, were married last August
during two-a-day practices.

, provtded by NW Verb latoraustioa, to be
nasseee-Mortis se Sept. 5.

Albert Starnes

"Rock" Roggeman

In his second season on the
Murray State coaching staff,
Albert Starnes has the unenviable task of finding
replacements for a pair of fouryear starters, one of whom
earned All-Ohio Valley Conference and honorable mention
All-American honors.
With the graduation of James
Clark and Tony Woodie,
Starnes must bring his players
along quickly, but the return of
Willie Prather and the
transplanting of David Morris
from safetyyill help make his
task easier.
A former Racer player,
Starnes graduated from Murray State in 1984. A native of
Wesson, Miss., he came to MU
as a junior college transfer
from Copiah-Lincoln Junior
College in his hometown. As an
offensive guard, he broke into
the starting lineup and lettered
two seasons, moving to tackle
as a senior to help bolster a thin
position.
After graduating, Starnes accepted a teaching and coaching
position at Lone Oak High
School in Paducah. In his two
seasons there, he assisted with
the football and baseball
teams, helping the baseball
squad to the 1986 district title.
Starnes' wife, Angela,
teaches physical education at
Rhea Elementary School in
Paris, Tenn.

Thomas "Rock" Roggeman
II, a former defensive tackle
for the Fighting Irish of the
University of Notre Dame,
Joins the Murray State football
staff with responsibility for the
defensive ends and the Racer
strength and conditioning
program.
A four-year letterman under
former Irish coach Gerry
Faust, Roggeman is a veteran
of the 1989 Liberty Bowl and the
1984 Aloha Bowl. He began his
coaching career in 1985 as a
graduate assistant under Coach
Lou Holtz, working with the
defensive line. He also coordinated the Irish summer
weight program, which saw
Notre Dame players make
tremendous strength pins.
Roggeman began his reputation as a standout athlete at.
Sahuaro High School in'Tucson,
Ariz. As a three-year letterman
In football and track, he earned
defensive Most Valuable
Player honors three times on
his way to becoming a Parade
All-American in 1980.
Head coach Mike Mahoney's
relationship with Roggeman
began when he served as an
assistant with Roggeman's
father at the University of
Arizona. The younger Roggeman comes by his football
talent honestly, as his father
played for the Chicago Bears
before his own coaching career,

Our Continously Successful

14 Oz. T-Bone

10 Oz. Ribeye

5.95

5.95

Includes Our Famous Gourmet Includes Our
Fresh Cut Daily
Salad Bar
Salad Bar & Gourmet Desserts.
ALL OUR DELICIOUS PIZZAS $1.00 OFF
ONLY AT... **************
*
•
*

*
*,(qestic

. -CEPT RESERVATIONS FOR PRIVATE PARTIES OR GROUP MEETINGS
EASE CALL 247-2541 - HWY.121,(700 S. 6TH ST.) MAYFIELD, KY.
•••••••••
•

.epeeiad
Air-Conditioner Service
•Performancc lest
Lorlr,e.ct,o,r
and components •Cliseci • ontrots •Check heahriq
and cormng svstern , t,eci onvc belts and hos,
Warranted 90 days or 4,000 miles. whichever
corms. first Add up to 3 lbs. of frown.
0.011
"
-

OUR EXCELLENT MENU & OUR OTHER DAILY SPECIALS WILL SATISFY EVERY DEMAND.

•

BACK TO SCHOOL

Tigers & Lakers

FAMILY RESTAURANT
*
*
*
**************

L

The Racer Club will hold a
meeting Monday, Aug. 31, at
Seven Seas restaurant.
MSC head football coach Mike
Mahoney will be present to
preview the Tennessee-Martin
game, Sept. 5.
.
The meeting will begin at 6 p.m

High School Pride

*

IVf

Racer club meeting
slated for Monday

•••••••••••••••11411••••••••••••

Faye's
Gym Bags
Caps
Backpacks
Jackets

Next to
Pagliars

GOOD,YEAR
Expires September 20, 1987

Sweats
Jerseys-Lettered
FREE
Mesh Jerseys
T

Oil Filter, Chassis Lube
& Oil Change

753-7743

Murray State Football

14

. ,hricale chat.c,s drain oil and relY1
in up to five
Of major brand inOtOr Oil. and mnnldmi new 0,1
•• Note: special diesel oil and filter type may
result in extra charges.

GOOD/YEAR

$999

Expires September 20, 1987
W

Engine Tune-Up
•

S. t);
Crd.qing, combustion
,
soar.
•Set liming • Ad
just ; arburet , whefe
.1! • • F 'tea chiirr}e ••
'err:,a. is necesar,, Warranted 6 months or
6.000 miles, whichever comes first

BiLACHER SEATS
4 Cyl

Students

General
Admission

Reser\..ed

38

V

\s

CHAIR SLATS

8 Cyl

$42

$48

Expires September 20 1987

_L

South

6 Cyl.

North

Disc Brake Service

Dear Racer Fan:
We invite you to join in the excitement at Stewart Stadium
this fall. With possibly the best group of running backs in
MSU history, an excellent quarterback, a deep threat at
wide receiver, and a kicker with a 62-yard field goal to his
credit, we expect a lot of fireworks. We hope you will join us
and help defend our OVC title. We thank you for your past
support, and thank you in advance for supporting the
Racers in 1987.

Mike Mahoney
Head Football Coach

Order your
season tickets
today!
Room 211 Stewart Stadium
Murray State University
762-4895
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
If you purchase your season tickets at
regular price, you may purchase your
childrens tickets on the Family Plan at
$11 each — THROUGH GRADE 12.

New front disc pads repacr wheel bea,face front rotors Conventron& rear whet- diivr•
vehicles Prices vary for front wheel drive Hydraucc
service vv,11 be recommended if needed for safe
opr_uat,or, mejahi pads C.1,a
Warranted in 12
months or 12.000 mass, whichever cornea first.

GOODA-wYEAR

$4900

Expires September 20, 1987

JONES GOODYEAR

721 S. 12th St.

753-059

-. • vr MP• •
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Major League Baseball•••
(Coord from page 10)
eighth. Hernandez's throwing error on Tito Landrum's grounder
allowed Pedro Guerrero to score.
Roger McDowell came on and got
the final four outs for his 20th save.
The Mets used three pitchers in
the eighth and the Dodgers five to
establish a major-league record
for most pitchers in an inning. The
last time the Dodgers used five pit-

chers in an inning was 1827 when
they played in Brooklyn.
Pirates 6, Reds 5
Al Pedrique's run-scoring bloop
single with two outs in the bottom
of the ninth inning extended Cincinnati's season-high losing streak
to six games.
The defeat dropped the thirdplace Reds five games behind San
Francisco in the NL West.

NCAA changes...
(Cont'd from page 10)
come forward and admit his
The NCAA has long held that an
mistake, and I'm for it," Gottfried
athlete automatically forfeits his said.
eligibility by accepting money in
Gottfried isn't sure how much
violation of NCAA rules or signing help Austin can be to the Panthers
with an agent.
after missing preseason training
We do not believe any student camp.
should be restored to eligibility
"There are a lot of things he'll
while he remains under contract have to do to catch up," he said.
to an agent or retains the benefit
But anything that will help clean
provided by the agent, but if those up the agent problem, I'm for."
problems are resolved, we will
Austin, from Sharon, Pa., was
consider restoration of eligibili- declared ineligible in June after
ty," Cryer said.
admitting to school officials that
Pitt Coach Mike Gottfried said he signed a contract last year with
knowledgable sources told him as Walters' New York-based agency,
many as 300 underclassmen may World Sports & Entertainment,
have been under contract to Inc., and accepted $2,500 in a loan
agents last year.
and monthly payments.
"From what I understand, the
The 6-foot-2, 190-pound free safeNCAA thinks it can help put a halt ty was one of the NCAA intercepto this by encouraging the kid to tion leaders with seven in 1985.

SCOREBOARD
Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there
77777

Expos 6, Padres 5
Tim Wallach tut an infield single
with the bases loaded and two outs
in the 12th inning as Montreal beat
host San Diego.
Lance McCullers, 7-7, took the
loss.

A merican
Paul Molitor went 0-for-4 in trying for the big 4-0.
The fifth-longest hitting streak
in modern major league history
ended at 39 games Wednesday
night when Molitor failed to get
the ball out of the infield as his
Milwaukee Brewers beat the
Cleveland Indians 1-0 in 10 innings.
"It was meant to be 39 and not
40," Molitor said. -It's been
humbling and I'm glad for the opportunity. In a lot of ways, it's
disappointing."
Molitor was on deck when pinchhitter Rick Manning singled home
pinch-runner Mike Felder from
second base with one out in the

Tigers 10, Twins 8
Pinch -hitter Matt Nokes lined a
two-run single with two outs in the
ninth inning that put Detroit ahead

MURRAY HIGH
vs
CALLOWAY HIGH
r.,•4

That's
State Farm State Farm Insurance Companies
insurance." Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

-

IMSV.•01C1
.

es)

10th. The County Stadium crowd of
11,246 booed Manning, but Molitor
ran to congratulate him.
"I went up to Rick and he said
'Sorry,' and I said 'Sorry? You
won the game," Molitor said.
"The irony is the distortion of
priorities. You have the home
team win in extra innings and the
crowd goes silent."
A minute later, the crowd gave
Molitor a standing ovation and
called him from the dugout. Attendance was held down by a daylong rain that canceled batting
practice.
Molitor was shut down by
Cleveland rookie John Farrell,
who gave up three hits in nine
shutout innings in his second major league start.
Overlooked in the Molitor
drama was Teddy Higuera's
superb pitching. Higuera, 13-9,
went all 10 innings and gave up
just three hits and struck out }0.

olt

1111
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
%
I.
Pet.
GB
Detroit
75
50
600 —
Toronto
75
51
596
New York
71
55
563 4%
Milwaukee
68 58
540
7%
Boston
61
65
484 14%
Baltimore
57
69
452 18%
Cleveland
48
79
378 28
West Division
%
L
Pet.
GB
Minnesota
67
62
519 —
Oakland
65
61
516
%
California
63 64
496
3
Kansas City
62 64
492
34
Texas
60 65
476
5%
Seattle
59
67
468 6%
Chicago
53
73
421 12%
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 5. Boston 3
Detroit 10. Minnesota 8
Kansas City 3. Texas 0
Milwaukee 1. Cleveland 0. 10 innings
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Seattle Langston 14.101 at New York
!Guidry 3-8 •
Cleveland I Etalles 6-61 at Milwaukee
Wegman 8-10
California I Reuss 4 1, at Baltimore
i Flanagan 2.7 . n
Oakland !Ontiveros 7-6, at Toronto
(Key 14-81 ITO
Texas I Kilgus 2-51 at Kansas City I Sa
berhagen 16-71. n
Only games
.scheduled
Friday's Games
Seattle at New York. I ni
Boston at Cleveland, In
Texas at Detroit. I no
Oakland at Toronto, in,

Yi"3.i7rIV:111

Kansas City at Chicago,(n)
California at Baltimore In)
Minnesota at Milwaukee. In)

14.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pet.
GB
St Louis
75
51
596 —
New York
71
56
559
454
Montreal
69
56
552 5%
Philadelphia
66
61
520 9%
Chicago
62 62
500 12
Pittsburgh
56
71
441 19%
West Division
W
L
Pct.
San Francisco
68
60
531
Houston
65
62
51.2
Cincinnati
63 65
492
Atlanta
56
69
444
Los Angeles
56
71
441
San Diego
52
74
413
Wednesday's Gaines
Atlanta at Chicago. ppd rain
St Louth 5. Houston 4
New York 3. Los Angeles 2
San Francisco 2, Philadelphia 0
Pittsburgh 6, Cincinnati 5
Montreal 6. San Diego 5, 12 innings
Thursday's Games
Atlanta (2 Smith 13.7 and Dedmon 3-31 at
Chicago 1Moyer 10-10 and Lancaster 3-11, 2
Montreal i8 Smith 7.6 at San Diego
(Jones 6-41. tni
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago at Cincizinatl, (ni
Houston at Pittsburgh. nl
Atlanta at St Louis. n1
Philadelphia at San Diego, in)
Montreal at Los Angeles, I n
New York at San Francisco. In

Get Ready For "The" Game
Printed sweat clothing for
Murray High & Calloway County.
All lettering guaranteed by friday night.
•Pullover Sweatshirts
01-looded Sweatshirts
•Sweat Pants
•Tank Tops
•Football Jerseys

759-988

•T-Shirts
*Hats
•Mesh Football Jerseys
All Colors)
•Choose from several
styles of team emblems
and lettering

DENNISON-HUNT
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut Street
Murray
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Chicago won at Fenway Park
Bill bang, 8-8, gave up three
runs on seven hits in 7 1-3 innings
and Scott Nielsen got his second
save.
Roger Clemens, 13-8, had won
five straight decisions. He allowed
five runs on five hits in seven
Innings
Royals 3, Rangers0
Danny Jackson pitched a fourhitter and struck out seven as Kansas City beat visiting Texas.
Jackson, 7-15, pitched his ninth
complete game and helped the
Royals stop a three-game losing
streak. He walked the bases loaded in the fifth but retired Bob
Brower on a grounder to end the
inning.
Charlie Hough, 14-9, shut out
Kansas City on three hits until giving up four straight hits with two
outs in the seventh.

"
14
A
„
q
L
„,
0 A
MYER'S"'

Carry
LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.Cash &s•i•

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open Mon-Fn 7-5 Sat 8-12

Ends
'e**--

Visa-MC-Discover

Monday

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"
Owens Corning
Roofing

Kitchen Cabinets
Wellborn

Menllat
Schrock

NOW ON
SALE

Square
No 225
In Stock Colors Only

Storage
Building

Treated
Lapdscape Timbers

8 x 12

8 Long
LOWEST A
.
279
PRICE
THIS
SUMMER

$40

4

Building or Remodeling?
Come by and see us or give us a
call—we will gladly stop by your
building site to assist you
in all your building needs.

Light Bulbs
4-But Pack

We Stock

OAK & POPLAR
Furniture
Grade Lumber

SPORTING GOODS

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

and Chet Lemon followed with a
three-run homer as the Tigers won
at Minnesota.
The Tigers lead the AL by onehalf game over idle Toronto. The
Twins lost for the eighth time in
nine games and had their AL West
lead cut to one-half game over
Oakland.
Jeff Reardon, 6-7, relieved to
start the ninth for Minnesota with
a 6-5 lead. Darrell Evans drew a
leadoff walk, Bill Madlock walked
with one out and Alan Trammell's
two-out single loaded the bases.
Nokes then singled on an 0-2 pitch
and Lemon followed with his second home run of the game.
Dan Petry, 8-6, got the victory
and Willie Hernandez got the final
out for his seventh save.
White Sox 5, Red Sox 3
Carlton Fisk again socked
Boston, hitting two home runs as

$181?
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Per Pack
60-75-100 Watt
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753-8844
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JOHN PARKER. left. and Mike Barnett operate Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury's 24-hour
wrecker service seven days a week.

0 • V/

Our business is picking up!
—/c9fr

En route recently from their Chicago home to a famiEventually, we also handled much of the appraisals
ly reunion in Paris, TN, Mr. and Mrs. Lax were involved for their damaged car and helped
with the preparation
in an auto accident on 641 north Of Murray. Their new of the paperwork required
for a satisfactory settlement.
car — with only 700 miles on it — was demolished.
it makes no difference whether you live in Murray.
Not only did we tow their car into town, but once they in this area, or simply passing
through, you get the
had received emergency medical treatment at our local same fast, complete. concern
ed and experienced serhospital, provided them with transportation so they vice when you call any hour
of the day or night for our
could continue their trip to Paris and attend the family wrecker and auto body
repair service
reunion as planned.

z,

For 24-Hour Service Call
753-5273
John Parker
753-1833

OR

e

.:

Mike Barnett
492-8219

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's Oldest
FORD
Volane Dealer
FORD
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MERCURY

MERCURY

LINCOLN

LINCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

(502) 753-5273

Murray, Ky. 42071
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Home Team

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT

See Frankie For All
Your Real Estate
Needs

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
what we mean with quality
state Auto
onoszpaenn:
. c
protection and service Cali mra
ci s
us today

Meet

Frankie McNutt
of the

GOOD LUCK LAKERS!

"We're
Tackling
High Prices"

D & W Auto
Supply Inc.

te
APii4NOCP

oeV

FOR TOD4Y:11
APPMein0itamonce

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

Southsicie of the Ct Squere

Established 1956

512 S. 12th

753-4451

753-4563

6,

753-1750

Calloway County Lakers
Friday, August 28 v

4

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
che,,nu, St
murTay
753-0045

a

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS RIDING ON YOUR TIRES.

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALINGMENT, INC.
1105 Pogue Ave.

753-1489
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Calloway County,sporting one of the toughest schedules in school history, will present a varied attack to opponents this year. Coach Jack
Haskins claims that
his team will throw the ball more this year than in the past. Playing against new opponents such as Mayfield and Madisonville, Haskins believes he will have
to put a lot of points on the board.

Photo by of Allison's Photography

City bragging rights

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

The rivalry.
Murray vs. Calloway County.
Enough said.
Over the past seven years, the
Murray Tigers have dominated
the annual series, winning six
straight. However, Calloway
County took last year's contest by
a close 9-7 score. The eighth
meeting of the two squads will be
Friday night at Ty Holland Field.
The opening kickoff will be at 7:30
p.m.
The rivalry, which has produced
numerous memorable moments,
has ambivalent meanings to those
involved. Some may consider it a
matter of life or death, but the
coaches and players seem to think
of the contest as "just another
game."
"I think it means more to the
players than it does to me. I think
of it as just another game," com-

CALLOWAY HIGH 'LAKERS"
1987 FOOIEBALL SCHEDULE
DATE

SITE

August
22 Purchase Bowl
28 Murray
September
4 OPEN
11 Madisonville
18 Lone Oak
25 Union Co
October
2 Mayfield
9 Hopkinsville
16 Graves Co
23 Paducah Tilghman
30 Marshall Co.

Paducah
Away

.Away
Hornv
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home

mented Jack Haskins, the thirdyear coach at Calloway County. "I
didn't realize how intense the
rivalry is to some people when I
came here three years ago. To me,
each week is a new challenge.
"I think the game gets blown out
of proportion," he added. "Last
year, we won 9-7. But, Calloway is
playing better now and our program is growing. Murray has also
improved."
Murray mentor Jack Cain had
similar thoughts.
"I think the rivalry means more
to the fans," said Cain, who has
194 career wins coming into this
season."We want to win, don't get
me wrong. But, it is merely
another game because they are in
Class 3A and we are in Class 1A. It
is the games against district opponents that count.
"It is unfortunate," continued

Cain, that it is played at the
beginning of the season. It would
be better if it was played in the
middle or end of the season." Friday's contest will be the season
opener for MRS.
The players echo the coaches'
sentiments.
"It is a good game for the
players, but the games against
teams in our district are the most
important. We want to win the
district," commented Mark
Miller, a senior at Murray. "This
is not the most important game. It
is just for bragging rights."
"The players look forward to it
all week," commented John Eells,
a Calloway County senior. "It is
blown out of proportion, but it will
be fun."
The Lakers, which are 0-1 on the
season after a 14-13 loss to Class
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(Cont'd on page 13)

SAVE MONEY
All The Way Lakers!
SEE US FOR
'Feed & Seed
•Horse Care Products
•Fertilizer-Bag or Bulk
'Farm & Garden Supplies

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

"Buy Where The Dealers Buy"
See us for all your
used parts & used tires

Key
Auto Parts

86 Choy. S-10 Pick-Up, 8.XXX miles P S Ahl/PM
cassette. air: like new" Was $7295
Now $6500
SAVE
255$
Certified Mileage - Owner History

Open: Mon -Fri 7-5; Sat 7-12
Industrial Road
753-1423

Allison
Pliptog(aphy
.4th

-53-8809

Hwy. 121 South — Murray, KY

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.

401 Olive

(502) 753-5500

Pre Owned (Iirs

759-1839

700 Main

GO GET 'EM, LAKERS!

Good Luck
Lakers!

West Kentucky's
Fastest Emerging
Football
Powerhouse!

See Us
tor Atmerica's

Good Luck
Lakers!
"Official Calloway Co. High
Photographer 1987-19S8-

753-5312

4ocil Ir----lir
4(te „,celestry- F41,4

Most Exciting
Cars and Trucks
Hwy. 641 N.
Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon-Sot 9-6

701 Main Street

Murray, KY 42071
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Meet
of the

Home Team
See Frankie For All
Your Real Estate
Needs

See us for all your
used parts & used tires

INC.

Key
Aut
o
Par
ts
A Division of Key Cars, Inc.

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac &
Buick
'Satisfied Customers
ore our main concern"

121 Bypass
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

Purdom
Motors

Frankie McNutt

THURSDAY. AUGUST 27, 1987

You just won't find a better value for your insurance premium dollar than a Homeow
ners
policy from the State Auto Companies As
an independent agency representing State Auto,
we
offer truly outstanding proState
AMID
tection packages for houses,
Insurance
.
apartments and conCompaolos
dominium units

J7

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

Hwy. 121 South — Murray, KY
(502) 753-5500

753-5315

Agents
Dan McNutt
Bill Thurman
Pats Purdom

407 Maple
Southsioe of the CI Square

753-4451

c Murray High Tigers
1.• Ty Holland Stadium 7:30 p.m.
West Kentucky's Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut
S. 12th St.

Enjoy A Delicious
Mr. Gattis Pizza Anytime!
Stop By After the Game!!!
Dine-In, Pick-Up or Delivery
The best pizza in tOwfl.,-.*tit

804 Chestnut

753-6656

The Murray High Tigers will be striving to reach the playoffs this year, a goal that escaped them last year with a season-e
nding loss to eventual state IA
champs Heath. Coach Jack Cain lost 18 seniors from the 1986 team and his ability to fill those holes will play
a key role in how well Murray does this year.
Photo to ol klli.on•• Photography

up for grabs Friday

(Cont'd from page /2)
lA power Russellville last Saturday in the Purchase Bowl in
Paducah, will bring a new wrinkle
to the yearly battle. Calloway,
usually a run-dominated team,
has opened up its offense and will
keep defenses honest by throwing
the ball.
The potential threat of the Laker
"Air Force" has Cain a little
Worried.
"Jack Haskins has added a new
offense to his team that he didn't
have last year. He will pass the
ball. I watched them in the Purchase Bowl and he aired the ball
out about 23 times," said Cain, in
his second year at the Murray
helm. "They have good people to
throw to. There is Fred Jones at
receiver. He has good hands and
runs well. He also has Corey Wells
at tight end and Chad Stubblefield
at the other receiver."

Cain added that Haskins also
has an experienced quarterback,
Carey Alexander, who can get the
ball to the receivers. "Carey Alexander is a passer," he said.
The Calloway offensive line,
which is affectionately known as
the "Fat Babies," will average
around 250 pounds. Miller knows
this will pose a problem for the
Tigers.
"We will have to control their
line," Miller relayed. "We have to
stop their passing game and running game together. We are getting
up for this."
And the line, both offensively
and defensively, may be the key
for Calloway Friday and for the
rest of the season.
"The line makes the difference
and we have to make our blocks on
the line," commented Eells.
"Murray runs from the I-

GO TIGERS!!!

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
Serving Those
Famous Fish Dinners.
•

Hwy. 68 at Aurora
New Summer Hours
11:30 a.m. — 9 p.m.

GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!

tç

We Know
A Winner
When We See
One!
See Us
for America's
Most Exciting
Cars and Trucks

86 Chev. S-10 Pick-Up, - • • •
SSSS

formation and that brings a lot of
people blocking for the ball. If we
play good defense, we should be
able to hold them."
The Tigers' offensive prowess is
nothing new to Haskins. He knows
that Murray can put the points on
the board in a hurry.
"We have to play good defense.
We have to stop their power running game and we can't let them
throw over us," commented the
Calloway mentor. "We will have
to play a good, error-free game."
Players of particular interest to
Calloway are Jason Sammons,
James Payne and Eric Grogan,
Sammons is a sleek QB that can
throw the ball. Payne is a tank at
tailback and Grogan is a quick
runner with good hands."
"We have to be error-free,"
Cain said, "and cover up our
mistakes by going all out."
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Pre Owned Car%

7110 "lain

7.59-1839
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4th

DATE
August
25
September
4 Crittenden C,
Ii Mayfield
12,
25 Fulton
October
2 Lone
S Ballard Co
16 Fulton Cit.
23 Caldv.ell Co
30 Heath
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Hono
Horn.
Av. a

Good Luck
Tigers!

Home
Home
Av.,ty
Home

"Official Murray High
Photographer 1 QS-- I 98S

Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices

Jane Rogers
201S 6th St
753-9627

753-4424

Good Luck
Tigers!

We have Murray & Calloway
Printed Sweat Clothing
For The Game

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS

641 North

56500
SAVE
$555
Certified Mileage - Owner History

WYERYTIONFOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LOP
1203 Chestnut Street

Murray, KY 42071

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6

753-8844

- 44,
- 414, -111.•
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Manchester finds performing in theater to be hard work

NEW YORK 1AP — Melissa
Manchester, pop star, songwriter.
jingle songstress and former
backup singer for Bette Micller,
leans forward to make a point
about musical comedy, the newest
phase in her eclectic show
bsiness career.
"Let me tell you, rock 'n roll is
like a Sunday picnic compared to
the theater," says the woman best
known for such hits as "You
Should Hear How She Talks About
You," "Don't Cry Out Loud" and
"Midnight Blue." "Eight shows a
week is a very serious meditation
to get yourself through."
I'Vhat concerns her professionally for the next four months is

-Song it Dance," the Andrew
Lloyd Webber musical about an
English hat designer named Emma and her romantic adventures
in America — specifically New
York and Los Angeles.
On Broadway, "Song & Dance"
was tailored to the formidable
talents of Bernadette Peters, and
her performance won a Tony
award. Manchester stars in the
national touring company which
opened in June in Dallas and will
visit 19 cities before ending in
December. Aside from a small
television role several years ago,
it's her first acting job.
The title, "Song & Dance," tells

‘‘tillS Highlights
Friday, Aug. 28, through Thursday, Sept. 3
5:30 a.m. Morning Edition Terry Gross s Fresh Air joins Morning Edition from 8-9 a m
9 a.m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news headlines and features
hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio s news magazine of the air
6 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell '5% itness to a Century' Beginning August 31. Radio
Reader moves to 6 34.) p m
Friday. Aug. 28
4:39 p.m. Evening CULS3iCs — Classical Encore with C.B.Hunt
4:30 p.m. Nightbeat Mike Rathke offers a program of cool and progressive Jazz from the 50s
through the 70s
11 p.m. Soulflight
Saturday, Aug. 29
6 a.m. Pickin' with A look at new albums in the WICNIS folk 'bluegrass library
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon NPR's news magazine for weekend listeners
a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass music from the WICNIS record
library' with Linda Horner-Cam and Lynn Jarrett
12 noon. Mountain Stage with Larry Croce Guests are Brownie McGee and the Metropolitan
glues All-Stars
2 p.m. Our Front Porch with John Sheffler Robin and Linda Williams join Barbara Freeman
and Connie Reagan. the Folktellers
3 p.m. Music from the Bntish Isles with Joe Jackson An hour of Celtic music
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. The Flea Market with Jim Post and The House Band
7 p.m. Marion McPartland's Piano Jazz Guest is Dave Fnshberg
p.m. Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams.
Sunday. Aug. 30
6 a.m. Opus *7 with Mike fiathke Chamber music and festival performances and classical
,sa from the 131:Wz rov.eri library

all. The first act is a solo perfor- says "He's been after me to do with a dialectician who helped
her the jokes."
mance with the star singing alone 'Funny Girl,' but those were secure the English accent.
More
on stage. Act 2 is mostly dance and historical shoes to fill in that important, there were a
Manchester agreed to the sixhalfconcentrates on Joe, a Nebraska musical."
month tour with some trepidation,
dozen, very private performances.
cowboy who is Emma's true love.
It was Richard Maltby who
Before opening in Dallas, Man- even though her husband, screen"But the first act is not a finally changed her mind about chester did a workshop
writer Kevin DeRemer, and nearin Los
glorified concert," Manchester in- appearing in a real piece of Angeles of the first act.
ly
year-old son Nathan were
For six
sists. "This is bona fide acting, musical theater. Maltby had seen nights before an invited audience
travelin
g with her. The longest
,
getting lost in this character and her perform during an AIDS she worked on the musical
period she had toured in the past
in the
telling her story. It's a wonderful benefit at the Metropolitan Opera tiny, 90-seat Back Alley
was for three months.
Theater.
spill into the deep end of the House in 1985, and thought she There was no scenery and
only
The 36-year-old Manchester has
theatrical pool."
would be perfect for "Song & piano accompaniment, but the exlived with music all her life. Her
Manchester never saw Peters or Dance." He had directed the New perience was invaluab
le.
father was a bassoonist with the
Betty Buckley, her replacement, York production of the musical
"It gave me a chance to see
Metropolitan Opera orchestra.
during the show's 13-month Broad- and had a hand in reworking its where the thread of the
piece is, She attended New York's High
way run and had turned down book as well as Don Black's the substance, as well
as the
School for the Performing Arts,
previous offers to do musical original lyrics.
laughs," she says. "The first time
the
institution immortalized by the
theater.
Maltby took her to the Juilliard I heard an audience laugh I
movie
and television series
"God bless Jule Styne," she School in Lincoln Center to work thought, 'Funny. These
must be "Fame.""I -
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Eagle Gallery opens season

11 a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Stamberg
1 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1987 Bobby Bryan features the music of Artie
Shaw, Lawrence
Welk, Bing Crosby. others
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Our Times Interviews and features with WKIIS news and public affairs director
Kent
Jenkins
p.m. ‘risit New GrUnston, Anyway — ''On Location."
1:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse — Tales from the Shadows. "The Judgement
'' by Franz Kafka
7 p.m. Vocal Chords Faculty members from the MSC' department of music
survey the tradition of classical vocal music
8 p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Sunier
9 p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
10 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space
Monday. Aug. 31
6:39 p.m. Evening Classics — The St Louis Symphony Orchestra Raymond
Leppard conducts works by Debussy. Liszt, and Mendelssohn
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists Include Milt
Jackson. Buddy
Tate. Duke Ellington and others
Tuesday, Sept. 1
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The Montreal Symphony Orchestra. Franz.Paul
Decker conducts Symphony No. 8 by Bruckner
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Art Tatum,
Illinois Jacquet. Billy Smith, Tony Bennett, and others
Wednesday, Sept. 2
11:30 p.m. Evening Classics — Music from Washington — Nancy Allen, harpist. in
concert at
the Renwick Gallery of the Smithsonian Institution.
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Jay McShane.
Tommy
Flanagan. Anita O'Day. the HI-Los and others.
Thursday,Sept. 3
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The New York Philharmonic. Andrew Davis conducts
works
by Mussorgsky. Tchaikovsky and Prokofiev
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Duke Ellington.
Oscar
Peterson, Stan Getz, Sarah Vaughn and others_

The Clara M. Eagle Gallery at
Murray State University opens its
1987-88 season on September 3 at
7:30 p.m. with an exhibition of folk
art entitled, "Folk Artists and Folk
Art
in
Eastcentral
and
Southeastern Illinois: A Profile."
On loan from the College of Fine
Arts and the Tarbel Arts Center at
Eastern Illinois University in
Charleston, Illinois, the exhibition
includes examples of painting, carving, weaving, knitting, decoy carving, quilting and more.
"Folk art" is often defined as
naive or self-taught art and is
generally distinguished by a traditional, informally shared sense of
form and design passed from one
generation to the next. The folk arts
of eastcentral and southeastern Illinois reflect the nature of that area
as a transition between Northern
and Southern culture.

At the opening reception Dr.
Robert Cogswell, Director of Folk
Arts for the Tennessee Arts Commission, will talk about "Folk Arts
of the Ohio and Tennessee River
Valleys," Dr. Cogswell's lecture is
sponsored by the Business Committee for the Arts of Murray, Kentucky and is funded in part by the
Kentucky Humanities. Traditional
music will be performed by
members of the Four Rivers Music
Friends.
The exhibition will be on view
from September 3 through October
11. The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
located on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at the
corner of 15th and Olive Streets on
the campus of Murray State
University. Gallery hours are 7:30
a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Monday-Friday; 10
a.m. - 4 p.m. Saturday; and 1 p.m.
- 4 p.m. Sunday.

12
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Tryouts set for Playhouse production
,

Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for the first show of the
1987-88 season, "Arsenic and Old Lace," on Monday, August 31, and
Tuesday. September 1. at 7:00 p.m. at the Playhouse in the MurrayCalloway County Park. The play will be directed by the theatre's executive director, Liz Bussey. It will run October 9-11 and 16-18.
There are parts for eleven men and three women. For more information. or to obtain a copy of the script in advance, interested persons
should call the Playhouse at 759-1752. Persons interested in working
backstage at this production should call the Playhouse or sign up at
auditions

The Next
18 To 30
Months Could
Mean A
Lot To Your
Money
8

Logsdon to direct show in Mayfield
MAYFIELD. Ky. — The Purchase Players of Mayfield will have auditions for the musical "Once Around the World" at 10 a.m. Saturday and
6:30 p.m. Monday at the Merle Norman building in Mayfield. Those
auditioning are asked to use the rear entrance.
Performances of the show, co-written by Becky Reynolds and Jake
Mayer, will be given October 22-25 at the Legion Theater. currently being renovated
Sharon Logsdon of Murray will direct the educational production. She
has directed numerous plays in Murray, in Florida, Tennessee and New
York. and has been instrumental in the theater's renovation.
For additional details, contact Pat Lookofsky at 247-5434.
NISL- announces open auditions for 12
Auditions will be held for "Head of State." the initial production of the
University Theatre Monday at 7 p.m.in the Johnson Theatre of the Price
Doyle Finde Arts Center at Murray State University.
-Head of State" is a docu-drama celebrating the Constitutional Convention as well as the glorious office which it created in the presidency.
Through narration and multi-media effects, a collage of living history is
created.
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director of the production, indicated that 12
performers will be required for this intense ensemble piece. "Each cast
member will be 'playing themelves' as well as several personages from
history." Malinauskas said. He also indicated that there are an equal
number of male and female roles in the production.
Any student or adult from the community is welcome to audition. The
process will involve group and individual improvisations.
-Head of State" will be presented in the first weekend of October and
will be the university's entry in the Kentucky College Theatre Festival.
As such, individuals must be free to travel to Louisville in midNovember when the production is shown at the Belknap Theater on the
the University of Louisville campus.
For additional information. call Malinauskas at 762-4634.
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Homeplace Family Restaurant

*CHECK OUR
DAILY
SPECIALS.

to
to

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

475

Term

Rate

Minimum Deposit

18 Month C.D.

7.50%

$5,000.00

30 Month C.D.

8.00%

$5,000.00

Substantial Penalty For Early Withdrawal

*Every Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Evening
1906 ColdiNater Rd.

F.D.I.C. INSURED

Start Earning Higher Rates

759-1864
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)
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With A C.D. From Citi
zens
Citizens Bank of Paducah cc as founded in 1888 and
is the largest bank
of L.
ijie. For a limited time Citizen, is offering 7.'30% ficr
IS month
ert ate'. and 8.0% for it) month Lertific ate,. You
can start earning higher
rate.. on your money now by simply I. ompletmg
the coupon and sending
it to us today with your het k . Your CD.
%kill be sent to you by return
mail. You may have your interest mailed monthly,
quarterly. sertmannually
4,r reins eged annuidlv. We also offer
%cry' 4 miretime rates
deposits of
.E.100
TAX ALERT! By taking interest eat h month
your first payment ‘c on't
be due until 1'488 is hen 10.1er ta\ rates may
app!'.

Ro

For more intormition
IOU_ FREE AT 1-`•00 ;47,.601
and ask for F(1.11.1rd S,',twin, or Shirk\ \\Aker.

‘‘ est

Let our Kelvinator's
Room Air Conditioner
bring welcome relief
from the heat
We will help you
calculate the best
type capacity air
conditioner for your
particular air cooling
needs

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN

103 S. 3rd St.

763-5341
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PLEASE PRINT
MAIL TO: Ciria:11, Rank dnd Trust (:o., P.O. N A 2400
Padu,ah, Kentukkv 42N2-2-}00
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ADDRESS:
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BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
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+AP

Is•month
\1 all my

141r•ts
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month S.0"o C.D.

mordhly
quarterly
Aerrii-annually
I prefer my interest added to Certilkate annually
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District Court

.Legai

ACROSS

Dixieland Center

Making Us
Your Video
Headquarters
Helps

753-8407

121 By-Pass, Murray

Be sure to watch
the Jerry Lewes
Labor Day Telethon

44
41 cap
Latin
conjunction
45 Talk idly
47 Tolerate
50 Couple
Day
51 A f—er on
54 Former boxer
55 Glisten
56 Anger
57 Sweet potato
58 Part of
airplane pl
59 Scottish cap

2201 ab brBailey
Supplicate
pplicate

1

3

2

DEMON
001:3
LOT
EA
PEN
WINE
WAN
PAS
BIN
AB
BANTER
RAW
RELY
ELAN
Eel
SLOE
LEND
RI

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

DOWN

Audience
322084 Wise
32 Seed coating
34 Small bird

"Jerry's Kids"

EGG
APBS
ALAS
OWE
R I pio DR T
N U A NEJE
LUID
GO
DO A
SOT
POP
S POW OE D
BE
HAD
DOE ppSE
AT
MEETONIEI OR

36 ActorMajors
s
40 Altered
letter
43 Pierre is its

13 Condescend
14 Emerge
victorious
15 Actor
Conway
16 Butter
substitute
colloq
17 Traded for
money
23
18
resting
persons
R-U hookup

SHOWTIME

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Insect ner
Divisions of

1 House
addition
4 Snake
9 Pedal digit
12 Teacher s

this

with TVA Approved Solar Screens
Call Us Today for A Free Estimate.
.ILRRE .41 AINS & 4.iSt1( IES

fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

753-1916

CUT YOUR COOLING COSTS
THIS SUMMER

1 Ending with
differ
2 Hawaiian
wreath
4

5

6

7

9

8

14

15

Suavorn
Swat
Rubtorritod
Drirewsy
Sealer II

0
0

ii

22

23

25

31

30

28U29

U.32

24

35

UUU

24 Beating
repeatedly
25 Slave
26 Musial
instruments
Ancient
27 chariot
29 Capital of
Latvia
31 — rummy
33 Liquid
measure

37 bseballer
NaY
36

38
37UUU
4l

40

39
42
46

44

'

UU

38 Gazes fixedly
42 Near
45 Ache
46 Redact
47 — of Pigs
48 G
do's high
noutie

•

43

F

-

27

•

34

33

UU

28

11 Finish
17 Beer mug
19 River in
Siberia
2201 Dry, as wine
Boscs. e g
22 Proofreader s

11

20

19UUU
21

10

17

16UUU
18
AT

Young sheep
Worships
Deputies
Expires
Alter —
Hosp asst
Couple
Lubricate

13

12UU

STOP DRIVEWAY
ABUSE

estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification
May Abott Dalton

Legal

1

NOTICE
TO CREDITORS
The following estate

With Classified
"Hey, you wanna see a real scar?
Check
baby out'

All

claims against these

45UUU

Rubberized Driwway

Asphalt BLicktop

Sealer and Filler

Driveway Sealer &

47

48

49

54

53

49 Intention
50 — Beta

52 Anglo-Saxon
money
53
us
58UUUU
stone
1987 un teo Feature Syno,cate 55 Compass
55UUUU

57

59

101.46i.•
("'
BLACK TOP
HALM

5 GALLON
CAN

52

56

Coating

5 GALLON
CAN

51

50

PAGE 15

Legal
iV4 Sycamore St •
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased
Frank
Dalton.
1114
Sycamore St., Murray. KY 42071 Executor. Robert 0.
Miller, Courthouse
Bldg., Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Halcomb,
Dee
Route #5. Murray, KY
Deceased.
42071
Thomas
Brent
Halcomb, Route 01,
Box
485.
Williamsburg, KY
40769
Executor.
Joseph W. Bolin. Main
at Sixth, Murray. KY
42071 Attorney.
Luther Albert Scott.
302 N. Cherry Street,
Murray. KY 42071
Deceased. Charles
Scott, 1717 Ridgewood
Drive, Murray, KY
42071 Administrator.
Leslie A. Furches.
Main at Sixth, Murray,
KY
42071
Attorney.
Dorothy A. Bryant,
HCR Box 238. New
Concord, KY 42076
Deceased. Everett W.
Bryant, HCR Box 238.
New Concord, KY
42076
Executor.
Joseph W. Bolin, The
National Hotel, Main
at Sixth, Murray, KY
Attorney.
Watha
Carroll
Mills, Route #4, Dexter, Ky. Deceased.
Stanley L. Mills,
Route #1, Dexter, KY
Executor. Vicki R.
Jones, 105 North Sixth
Street, Murray. KY
42071 Attorney.
Lois Tidwell Hill,
Route #4, Box 83, Murray, KY 42071 Deceased. Betty Lou Hill,
Route 04 Box 83, Murray, KY 42071 Co-Administrator. Frank M.
Hill, Route #4, Box 83,
Murray, KY 42071
Co-Administrator.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

E17.
DON'T MIT IT TO
FlifiNef 512E

PRICES GOOD THRU JULY 11

YOUR
CHOICE

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL
SOUTHERN STATES DEALER

IN ORDER TO
A46FJABLE A tACCEL
COMPLICATED,401..) NEED
TOTAL CONCENTRATION

GALLON

WHAT WAs
THAT'

THE
PECTION

QualityforEveryone

SALE Starts
NOW Thru
SUNDAY
August
30th!

PLARR

HOW NICE! ARE YOU RUBBING
AGAINST MY LEG TO TELL ME
HOW MUCH YOU LOVE ME?

OR TO TELL ME, IF I DON'T FEED
YOU, YOU LL RIP OFF MY FACE ?

THERE'S AKI OLD
SUPERSTITION THAT
SAYS ITS BAD LUCK

Register
NOW to
WIN this
Color TV

SHLi<E HANDS

THAT'S *MY I
CAN'T SELL HIM

I

O•C‘.0°°t‘eeski
Ok)likCJZON

to be given
away Saturday,
September 5th.
Just fill out a registration
slip at the Behr's closest
to you & WIN. 1 WINNER
for each of our stores.
•No purchase necessary.

C,c10)\4:‘"°
83VOst
•S kv9k0,10
et
*V
s
j‘V'‘

QUEEN
PORANPel • LET ME
HEL 10u GET ltOuR
LANG' BACK WITH
CUT MR.

DO
NOT
TRUST
>if;lu!

SORRY, .5N4KE

GOCOE55„,
t

#

•
Central Shopping Center
Murray, KY

it)

-,.

•••

A
C
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CLASSIFIEDS
I

I.

e

g

a

t

1

Legal

2

Notice

Maray Ledger & Times

11
Help Wanted
Instruction
Miscellaneous
24
30 Business Rentals
32 Apts for Rent
40
Produce
BABYSITTER needed
LARGE.
LEGAL NOTICE
LARGE
large
Business
Un
near
2
large
bedroom
space.
APPLES for freezing or
I. Your Modals Horns
tor 10 and 3 year old
Court by William
selection of storage &versity Phone 753 9393
upstairs apartment lots canning
Several
A final settlement of
or
Monday
Vinyl
nights
Siding
6P M to
Loyd, Guardian for
buildings in stock for FOR rent . Office or of storage space, low
varieties
accounts has been fil9P
M
and
every
Nous* losing Its
other
Dance &
immediate delivery
Christina Rebecca
Orchard, 753 4725
store space at Southside utilities 753 7941
weekend days 7A.M. to
ed in the Calloway
appoal?
Acree Portable Shopping Center Phone
Gymnastics
Ferree. minor child.
M
3
30P
Call
7270
753
33 Rooms for Rent
District Court by
If so, contact
Buildings, Mayfield, 753 6612 or 753 4509.
41.
Public Sales
ariphreettr 8010surf
after 4 30P.M
Exceptions to this setKy 502 247 7831
Ernestine T Hicks.
PRIME- office space for ROOMS for rent, 1 block
EABYSITTER needed
753-4047
tlement must be filed
MULCH for sale shred
rent Downtown Court from campus 759 9645
Executrix, of the
Monday. Wednesday
in
the
deci hardwood bark by the Square. Utilities and ROOMS for rent sleep
Calloway
estate of Jack Fowler.
and Friday
truck
load, brown or ianitorial service fur
District Court on or
ing rooms near un
8A M SP M (prefer in 14
Want to Buy
Deceased. Exceptions
black, fresh or full corn
fished 753 4682 or 753 iversity. $30 weekly
before September 8.
Fri. 28th
my nome) for 4 month
to this settlement
World posted. U haul or we de
8302
753 5194
old. and 4 year old. Call GOOD used set of
1987. the date of
Corner
liver
of 1346
Call Jerry 759 4808.
must be filed in the
'53 0020 ask for Patty or Books Phone 753 9571
hearing.
34 Houses for Rent
PONG
pong
table,
like
WANT
to
Calloway
buy
District
SPrt,
feather
32 Apts for Rent
cisbng kree
753 8082
and Dexter
Ann P. Wilson,
new, 2 old desks, 1 Oak,
I BEDROOM house Call 759-9260
if
Court on or before
CARPENTER to repair bed 489 2523
old bed, springs and 1 , 2 & 3 bedroom Panarama Shores,
Circuit Court Clerk
WANT
Junk
to
buy
$250
or 753-5626
stock barn. Call 759 4063
September 8, 1987, the
mattress like new, real apartments. Lease and per month
cars and trucks 753
No pets
8a m 5p.m.
date of hearing.
nice chifferobe; wicker deposit. No pets No 753
3.633
for
ask
Larry
6531
GET PAID for reading
LEGAL NOTICE
children. 753-9208.
chair; several misc
Ann P. Wilson.
mate(i.,
BEDROOM house,
books! $100 per title
A final settlement of COUNTRY Jean
1, 2 OR
tables. 753 2999.
Articles
15
bedroom
for
Sale
Circuit Court Clerk
homer'
school sale is still going Write: ACE 187A, 2
5 13th St., AC, gas heat.
apartments, nicely
accounts has been fil- on! Group
SIX
rooms
of
used
No pets. References
jeans $10 & Pima, Naperville, IL CHEST freezer
cluding
carpet, good condition. furnished, located near required
ed in the Calloway $12 (pastels, stripes
753 34.54
$300 per
60543.
muslin dui..
LEGAL NOTICE
campus. Days, 753 6111;
Call
753-4102
after
6P.M.
, .
month 753 4862
District Court by denim and shaded)
NOMEWORKERS
nights, 753 0606.
A final settlement of
SMALL
16
(10
Home
Furnishings
cu.
ft.T
LARGE brick home.
William Loyd, Guar- Stone washed and acid
WANTED! TOP PAY ,
accounts has been filjeans by Prizzia. 121 24th Avenue, N.W. 2 BEDROOM suites, refrigerator, good con• 1 BEDROOM brick 502 235 5165 or 753 5665.
dian for Eric Martin
duplex. Patio, carport,
dition, $100. 753 6736.
Lawman and Guess
ed in the Calloway
hutch, table and chairs,
ample storage, shade, TWO bedrooms, stove,
Ferree, minor child. Many name brands to Suite 222 Norman, OK
District Court by
refrigerator
dryer, refrigerator/ TATUNG dorm room couples preferred.
73069
Married
No
refrigerator, like new,
Exceptions to this set- choose from $5 holds LARGE
couples only, no chilJudith Griffith, Exwell es• freezer, stove, living $75. Also,
pets.
per
5235
month
lthara XL900,
tlement must be filed layaway. 5 Miles on tablished insurance room set. Call. 753 1412
dren or pets. Re753,6931
ecutrix, of the estate
20 guage shotgun, im
Thurs. & Fri.
weekdays 8A.M-6P.M.
ferences and deposit
in
the
Calloway Hwy 94 East, 759 1062. agency has an opening
1
BEDROOM
furnished
proved
of Everett Messinger,
cylinder, ven.
Open Mon.
Thurs. for a person with
492
8594
after
6P
M
BROYHILL
3 piece rib, $200.
ex
7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
District Court on On
apartment, $110 a
753-2615.
after 4P M
Fri and perience in
Deceased. Exceptions
the property bedroom suite. Chest.
month. No pets 121 36 For Rent or Lease
before September 8. Sat 10A.M 5P.M.
Old
to this settlement
Murray-Paris Rd.
casualty business. 1 or triple dresser with
North next to
1987, the date of HORSESHOE tourna
more years of ex
mirror and full or queen
RENT TO OWN
must be filed in the
fairgrounds.
1
mi.
south of Hwy 121
753
3139.
men?, September 5th, perience is preferred. size headboard.
hearing.
$350.
Calloway
District
or 2 BEDROOM Quasar VCR's $10 week
6th
and
Labor
Day.
Salary commensurate 489 2877.
Ann P. Wilson.
Good baby buggy pony
apartment near down, includes one free movie
Court on or before
Great prizes. At Solos with training and skills.
k!NG size waterbed
saddle bicycle chest of
Circuit Court Clerk Market, Hwy. 69N, Cot
town Murray. Call 753- rental/week- 52 weeks.
September 8, 1987, the
Excellent fringe ben- Bookcase headboard
drawers old tools house
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or TV's and appliances
tage Grove, Tn
efits are included. Send
available. Check our
date of hearing.
plants clothes & more
436-2844.
MASTERCARD/ all resume and re- with mirror, $175. Call
LEGAL NOTICE
low prices! Movie
759-9400 after 5P.M.
Ann P. Wilson.
LAKEFRONT apartA final settlement of VISA! Regardless of ferences to: P.O. Box USED furniture- living
World, 753-4663.
Circuit Court Clerk
ment. 2 bedrooms,
credit
history.
Also,
1040
L.
accounts has been filP
garage,
kitchen
with
new credit card No one NATIONAL Co. looking room and dining room
37.
Livestock-Supplies
1-144
suites, love seats, Oak
ed in the Calloway refused. For info call
appliances furnished.
LEGAL NOTICE
for local distributor to desks, antique office
SIMMENTA
L and
ea. vr
.4
Lease and deposit reDistrict Court by Carl 1 315 733 6062 Ext. service convenient
stores desks, head boards,
A final settlement of
Simbrah bulls. Per
children
quired.
No
or
W. Lawrence, Ex- M2717.
With a highly popular beds,
accounts has been filbunk beds, odd
pets. 436 - 24 84 or formance & semen
product. 1-800-361-3633.
ecutor, of the estate of
tested. Excellent qualchairs, metal folding
753-7272.
ed in the Calloway
Repair
and refinish
NEED a job' 4 openings chairs, fiber robe, an
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Cozie Ivel Lawrence,
MARRIED
couple/boys,
District Court by
Thurs. & Fri.
now You may qualify imal carrier, trash
Ky. 522 8794.
furniture
Deceased. Exceptions
2
BR
excellent
apt.,
loca
Reba Jo Roberts, Adif: (1)you do not have compactor, push
lawn
tion,
near
campus,
to this settlement
1323
8
Oualr(ied
a.m. - 4 p.m.
&
experienced
38.Pets-Supplies
GED or your high mower, leaf bagger and
ministratrix. of the
Olive Blvd. 753-8585 by
must be filed in the
school
diploma,
you
(2)
Hera
choice
2 FULL blooded male
trailer for Snapper rid
estate
of
Clifton
appointment.
1406 Sycamore
have been out of school ing mower. Carraway
Calloway
District
Antique Furniture
Blue Healer pups, 10
Roberts. Deceased.
MUR Cal apts Nor
9 months or more, (3) Furniture, 105 N. 3rd St.
Court on or before
Dresser, desk, bookcase
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. weeks old, $75 each
Exceptions to this setyou are between ages 16 753-1502 or 753-4860.
clothes dishes toys
September 8. 1987. the
Now renting. Equal 492 8614.
& 21. We are a E0E.
tlement must be filed
books antioue tools
Housing Opportunity. AKC registered poodle
date of hearing.
This project is funded WHIRLPOOL side by
in
the
Calloway
puppies, 5 weeks old.
refrigerator
759-4984.
household & more
by the Western Ky. side
Ann P. Wilson.
492-87/4
641
South
437-4785.
District Court on or
NOW taking ap
Private .ylndustry freezer with ice maker,
Circuit Court Clerk
before September S.
plications for 1 BR, low FOR sale. AKC re
Council- ITPA. Call 18 cu. ft., white, new
income family, disabled gistered Cocker Spaniel
J.T.P.A. Out Of School timer, new compressor, 2 6 . TV -Radio
1987. the date of
LEGAL NOTICE
or elderly person. Call puppies. $100 Call 753
753-9378 between 8:30- $300. 492-8876 ask for
hearing.
LEASE TO OWN 25' South Side Manor
9570.
Bill.
A final settlement of
12:00 5 days a week.
Ann P. Wilson.
console TV with remote, 9a.m.-12p m., Mon.-Fri. REGISTERED poodle
NEED someone for WHITE and gold couch
accounts has been fil$53 a month. Murray 753-8221. Equal housing puppy for sale. Female,
Circuit Court Clerk
general office help. and 2 gold cS11;_in
ed in the Calloway
light apricot, $150. Call
opportunity.
good condition.
3 Rental & Sales. 753-8201.
Send
resume
to
P.O.
District Court by BarLEASE TO OWN- Wir. One or two bedrooms
753 4502.
North 641 (Edge of
after 6P.M.
Box 1040-J.
LEGAL NOTICE
i=less remote VCR, $32 a fully furnished, heat SHIH Tzu puppies AKC,
bara G. Preske, AdNEED
work
full
or
part- 19. Farm Equipment
A final settlement of
City Limits) See signs
month. Murray Rental and water included. 7 weeks, gold anciywhite,
ministratrix, of the
time. Call Avon, Faye
accounts has been fil& Sales. 753.8201.
5135 1 male, 1-1/2
Call 759-1743 after 5P.M.
McClure 753-0232 or Want PARKHURST grain
estate of John Samuel
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
ed in the Calloway
trailer. 16,800 Lb. LEASE TO OWN 19' TAKING applications years, 5100. 901 648 5697
to buy Avon.
Clemons, Deceased.
color .TV, $28 a month. for Section 8. Rent
District Court by Dina
GVWR
gooseneck,
12
NOW accepting ap8 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Exceptions to this setMurray Rental & Sales. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 40.Produce
Kaiser, Executrix, of
plications, full-time Or volt single cylinder
753-8201.
tlement must be filed
BR.
Binkley
hoist,
Apply
5th
wheel
Hilldale
APPLES
Clothing
la
les)
for
call
2467
489
part time. Apply in
the estate of Tina
hitch. Parkhurst bed is
Apts., Hardin, Ky. information. Tuckers
in
the
Calloway
bicycles Coleman iamern
Devries, Deceased.
THE Gold Nugget, person at The Melt 710" by 156" with 42" 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Equal Housing Orchard, Murray Landfill
Oshes and other rten,,
Shoppe.
District Court on or south side of
square,
Exceptions to this set12x60 MOBILE home, 2 Opportunity.
steel sides. 1978 model
Rd.
before September 8, Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762. OVER the road drivers
bedrooms.
tires.
Good
52950.
$2,650.
759431)tlement must be filed
1987, the date of Diamonds, black hills We offer an excellent 2556.
4850.
in
the
Calloway
salary and benefit
gold, 14kt. gold chains
hearing.
14x70 MOBILE home on
District Court on or
"We sell for less!" "We package including 20 Sports Equipment
large shaded lot in
Ann P. Wilson, guarantee
it." Jimmy mileage pay on actual
before. September 8.
miles, loaded and FAYE S- Tiger and county. 2 bedroom, 2
Circuit Court Clerk Thompson Jeweler.
Saturday • August 29th
1987. the date of
empty, fuel bonus, paid Laker- gym bags, bath, dishwasher, car
hearing.
unloading and loading, shirts, jerseys, sweats, port, porch, central
10:00
a.m. • Puryear, TN
LEGAL NOTICE
drop/ pick-up, lay jackets, caps. Next to heat and air. Call
Ann P. Wilson.
NURSING HOME
Kennon
Auction
('omapny
has been commissioned to sell the Farm Equip•
A final settlement of
759-1578.
overs, medical and life Pagliai's.
Circuit Court Clerk
INSURANCE
ment & Shop Equipment of the late Dorris (.aWmore & Rupert Dunlap.
accounts has been filinsurance, paid WINCHESTER model 14x70 SALEM. 2 Bed•
NOTE:
No age limit to appvacations, and late 12, Ithaca 20 guage room, 2 bath, fireplace„
ed in the Calloway
Mr. Gallirnore & Mr. Dunlap were neighbors. All of Mr. Dunlap's shop equipLEGAL NOTICE
automatic; Smith & central air, gas heat,
model
equipment.
If
ly.
Our
most
comDistrict Court by Gorment will be moved to the Gallimore Farm for the auction and will be sold inn •
you are at least 23, have Wesson 357 Magnum. partly furnished, front
A final settlement of
prehensive policy
don
Moody,
Admediately after the GaWmore sale. This is one auction you won't want to miss.
porch, outbuilding.
2 years verifiable over 753 1208.
accounts has been filpays for Skilled, InLocated at Fox
ministrator. of the
the road experience,
DIRECTIONS:
ed in the Calloway
22 . Musical
Meadows. Call after
cleaning driving record
From Paris take 641-N to Puryear. Turn left on 14014 (Puryear-Jonesmill
termediate
estate of Salinda G.
Or
District Court by
and can pass a DOT 1 PAIR Klipsch Heresy 4p.M. 759-9452.
Rd.) to Goldston Springs Rd. Turn left and go to sale site. Signs will be posted.
Moody, Deceased.
Custodial Care.
Robert V. Johnson.
physical, give us a call speakers, excellent 1970 12x50 2 BEDAUCTIONEER'S NOTE:
Exceptions to this setWith
Medicare's
at 753 1717 and ask for condition. Call 753 5421 ROOM, 1 bath, good
Executor, of the
If you're looking for top quality farm and shop equipment you'll find it here.
tlement must be filed
new guidelines for
appliances and furni
Danny or Dick. PTL after 5P.M.
This sale offers some of the cleanest & well cared for equipment we have ever
estate of Clara Estelle
(Paschal Truck Lines, 4 PIECE Slingerland ture go with. $2500.
in
the
Calloway
confinement, Nurssold. Almost all of it has been kept under roof. Don't miss this sale! Make plans
Johnson. Deceased.
Inc.) Hwy. 641 South drum set. Complete with 759-4915.
District Court on or
now to attend!
ing
Home
InExceptions to this setMurray, Ky. 42071.
Zildjian cymbols. $300. 1974- 12x60 TRAILER
before September 8,
.1k414t 1-7_1
c)It.ai.;
surance is more
tlement must be filed
PART-time babysitter in Call Rusty Wright at 753
on 100x180 shaded lot. 3
'Massey Ferguson 245 Diesel tractor (like new conditioni 1174 hours. 1976
1987. the date of
bedrooms,
North
Elementary
important
1
bath,
area.
all
than
in
the
6251 or 753-5731.
Calloway
model *Massey Ferguson 520 13ft disc scallop blades 'New Idea fertilizer
hearing.
759-1955.
ever. For free inDistrict Court on or
GOOD upright practice electric and wood heat.
spreader, dual. 10001b. capacity *Dual fan 'Massey Ferguson adjustable flit
Furnished
and
air
Ann P. Wilson.
con•
SALES associates piano, $150. 753 0542 ask
before September sc.
formation call:
scraper blade *Thrifty Brand 4-row cultivator wifenders •10ft. International
ditioned. Negotiable,
needed for men and for Margie.
Circuit Court Clerk
Harvester wheat drill w/new spouts and hoses *M. Bush Hog brand bush hog
1987. the date of
Jerry McConnell
ladies retail sales. Must MAGIC Magic Magic, $12,500 or best offer.
'AC.4-14 Plow *P.M. Chisel plow *3-16 Ford plow 0100 Bushel Grain-Vator grain
hearing
Insurance
be eager and en- rock and roll musicians Days 759-1221, after
2
wagon ( self unloading *2 Way Hydraulic cylinder wi 10ft. hoses •2 Wheel trailer
Notice
thusiastic. Experience wanted . Keyboard, 4P.M.- 759-1153.
753-4199
Ann P. Wilson.
6X8 bed •2 Wheel steel utility trailer •400 Gallon fuel tank w ,• hand pump *kft
preferred but not bass, drummer. Phone 1979- 12x60 EXTRA nice
-free local claim service"
Circuit Court Clerk
E-Z Flow *200 Gallon watering tank •27ft. Bailed hay conveyer 'New tractor
necessary. Apply in 644 9318 Paris. Magic mobile home on well
SINGLE PEOPLE WHO
shaded private lot with
umbrella •20" push mower *McCullough Pro Mac 510 chain saw 14" bar
person: 402 Main St., Magic Magic.
WANT TO MEET
LEGAL NOTICE2 large storage
*McCullough Eager Beaver 3.7 19" bar •Stihl 041 chain saw 20" bar *Garber
Murray.
OTHER SINGLE 5 Lost and Found
FRECUSSION kit 489
buildings. 4.37-4785.
A periodic settle- PEOPLE, Send, Name, LOST Friday
seeder "Seed Easy" sower *Handy Man farm jack *Tractor weights *Hitch pins
Black WANTED: LPN for 2546
GOOD selection of used
•Log
m ore.chains 'Come-a-long *Boomers *Cordless electric grass shearer and
ment of accounts has Self Addressed stamped
and white Boston pediatric and adult
mobile homes, 12 wides
Miscellaneous
Terrier Bulldog, male, allergy clinic. Send 24
been filed in the envelope Route 1, Box
and 14 wides starting at
140A, Mansfield, TN
Allergy I GARAGE doors, 10x7
red collar, answers to resume to
TOOLS, ETC.:
Calloway
District 38236.
$1,995, financing
Clinic of West Ken
"Buster" Reward
'Portable air tank *Black & Decker 714" circular saw •5 ton hydraulic jack
1/2, $100 each. 753 4612.
available. New 14 wides
tucky, Rt. 2 Boi 39,
Phone 753 5522.
•Hollup Arc welder 30-285 amps •( 2 i welding helmets & misc Yielding supplies
6 ANTIQUE Oak T back starting as low as
LOST puppy, female Murray, Ky.
•50ft. hose to Actelene torch *Master 3,4 h.p. single phase electric motor *Black
chairs, $200; Primitive $9,995. Volunteer Mobile
Invitation to Bid
mixed colors (gray ,
& Decker drill *Slow speed drill *121 Tool boxes *Balco 150 bench vise, hand
quilt box, $40; Oak Homes, Lake Highway,
white and black, red on
piano bench, $40; Paris, Tn. 901.642 4466.
saws, level, square •121t. aluminum extervion ladder *Craftsman ratchets.
OFFICE
The Calloway County Board of Education
feet and eyes). Lost in
Rockwell collector LARGEST
sockets & wrenches *Grease guns *Pipe wrenches, crescent wrenches, vice grips
will receive sealed bids for furnishing the
POSITION
selection of
irvan Cobb area. 436
plates; 1981 John double
'Scrap pipe *Splitting mall, axe, shovels *Lots of small hand tools *Set of car
wides
in
five school cafeterias with the following:
west
5450
Prefer someone with
Wayne collector doll; Tenn.,
ramps *Odd tires *Tire pump •Wash tubs & stand *Water skis *Life jackets
selections have
ALL FOOD PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES
mens diamond wedding never been
key
punch
ex'Rods & reels *Several extension cords *Lots of misc items too numerous to list
better,
Help
6
Wanted
EXCLUDING MILK, BREAD. AND ICE
band; 2 wicker patio prices
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS:
perience, good typist,
have never been
chairs and round patio lower.
CREAM
until 1:00 p.m. Tuesday.
*4gal brown stone churn e3gal. white w/blue strip churn 'Old egg orate
Volunteer Mobile
filing experience and
table.
489
2440.
September 8, 1987. Bid forms may be pickHomes, Lake Highway,
'Primitive dough tray 'Old butter mold *6gal. Crock •121 Fine old basketPOSITION
must enjoy people.
80 GALLON 5HP air Paris, Tn, 901-64 4466.
'Brown stone milk pitcher *White %v./blue stripe buttermilk pitcher *Hull and
ed up at the Board of Education Office, Colcompressor
,
single
VACANCY
Some
college
Roseville pottery *German hand painted plates *Hand painted bowls and plates
lege Farm Road or will be mailed upon
phase, $550. Call 753 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
The
Murray
background helpful.
*Cut glass decanter 'Etched glass decanter *Old violin 'Duncan Phyfe drum
9400.
request.
1976 TAMA, 24 x 45
Police Dept. is actable *Treadle sewing machine *Old Westinghouse fan w.'bakalite
,
blades *Iron
ALL natural pure honey doublewide
Send resume to P.O.
mobile
bed *Caned bottom chairs *Old floor lamp *Hutch Rebel fireplace insert i exe
cepting applicafor sale 436 5401
home,
2
bedrooms,
Box
547,
Murray, Ky.
cond. I *Microphone stands & music holders 'Stoneware tape dispenser (old
tions for a partBETTER built storage large living room, kit
'Milk cans *Old pulleys *Wooden block & tackle *Single trees, tobacco sticks
42071.
buildings, now on dis chen and bath, partly
time radio dispatKIP ILIIV L.AP'
CHILD CARE TEACHER
play at Treas in furnished, front porch,
cher. Applicants
1977 F-150 4X4 L.W.B. Truck, automatic with air conditioning 144.570 miles
Murray.
8'x12'
starting
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
wood
underpinnin
g,
COUNTY
must be willing to
9 Situation Wanted
•14ft. aluminum Jon Boat *Remington 1100 shotgun w/vented sights *Harris
at $585. Call L E
back steps. Call for
HOSPITAL has an immediate opening for a
work
a
relief
&
Richardson model 676 22 cal, revolver w.'long rifle 22 mag, cylinders like
Williams
489
2663
more
information
GENERAL
753house and
Child Care Teacher to work on an as needed
schedule on a as
new i *Scope mounts & ammunition 'Large stack of seasoned walnut & oak
3346 after 4P.M.
office cleaning 5 years FIREWOOD for sale
basis Duties would include direct supervilumber •Beisaw Planer (model 9101 12" (exc. cond. I *Craftsman Super Router
need basis on any
2 BR, 1 mile from town.
experience. References 437 4667
sion of children who range in age from 6
w./stand *Fine homemade sander-finisher *Craftsman 12" band saw & stand
shift
supplied
Applicant
759 1578 or HEAVY duty 16HP log No pets. References.
weeks to 8 years and some classroom
splitter. Used 100 hours, $125 per month.
*Sears 30-320 amp Arc welder & goggles *Sears wood lathe *Good 6" jointer
753 8642
must be able to suc753 4937, M-F, 8 5.
'Black & Decker power saw *Emerson chop saw 10" w/3 h.p electric motor
GENERAL house or 9 second cycle time
responsibilities. A.D. in Early Childhood or
cessfully complete
*Dayton 8" sanding disc & tilting table *Saw blades *Wood clamps & vises *Wood
OR 3 BR, furnished or
office cleaning, Hazel or 7594031.
Elementary Education preferred, but not rea 2 week course of
planes *Good taps & dies •Inpac wrench, pipe wrenches *Drills *Frame clamps
Puryear areas 901 247
unfurnished,
some
new
quired For more information contact
instruction at Rich3367
furniture, natural gas
•C-clamps i all sizes) •Barrell tap *Sears paint spray gun •Devilbiss air corn
Richard Storts
mond, Ky. Applielectric, air con
MATURE woman will
pressor & tank •Stihl 041 chain saw 'Axes 81 splitting mauls *Log chains'Small
Personnel Director
ditioned. Shady Oaks
fake care of elderly
garden mule widisc *Gas weed eater *Good hand saws *Hammers *Lots of good
cant
must
be
753 5709
person or persons in
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
wrenches. sockets, ratchets I Snap-on, Craftsman & Black Hawk i *Lots of nuts
prepared to start
their home 8 10 hours a
NORTHWIND Mobile
bolts, sciews & misc. items •8 place setting of Royalton China *Old oak tool
803 Poplar
immediately. ApRed Oak White Oak
day, any shift. Re
Home Park on North
box *Old tool chest
. 'Buck saw *Cast Iron bean pot and tea kettle *Old
Murray. Kentucky 42071
plication and job
ferences Phone 753
16th Street now has
Blacksmith Fordge & Blower *Treadle sewing machine base 'Old pitcher pump
Poplar
and
2685.
description may be
trailer lots and trailers
*Cotton scales 'Wheat sickle *Fro, drawing knives and old rounder 'Brace 6,
WILL do typing of all
for rent 753 9866.
picked up at City
bits *Single & double trees *Horse hames'Keen Kutter food chopper •Bar•BA4
CONTACT:
types
(professionare"
ie
Clerk's Office durgrill.
James Mathis
29. Heating and Cooling
sumes) and bookkeep
ing
regular
CONSIGNED ITEMS:
mg in my home or your
Dover. TN
EMBER Hearth wood
'Super C Farmall w /cultivators *International 766 tractor *13lift Oliver disc
business
hours
office 4.36 7201
burning insert for
TERMS OF SALE:
615-232-8466
through
WILL sit with elderly af
Tues..
fireplace with blower
Cash or bank letter of credit required by all persons not personally known
home or hospital, ex
753 1575 after 5P M
or 232-5928.
Sept. 1,1987. City of
by KENNON AUCTION COMPANY.
perienced 901 247 3367.
Murray Is an equal
30 Business Rentals
Announcements made day of sale take
YARD mowing
WEST
HARD
opportunity
trimming. Large or WOOD KILN Red Oak 17x80' RETAIL or office
presedence over all printed material.
employer.
small jobs
Call $1 35 per 100 board foot
space with central heat
435 4447
395 5900 Other hard
and air, located in
y.
CV'
f
woods available
Dixieland Shopping
F ifIll ti I.III,'
KENNON
10 Business Opportunity
I
ii.
YOUNG fryer Center, directly adia
.1,
A Christian Child Development Program
Ihk.
AUCTION
PART time checker BEAUTY shop Tr sale chickens; saddle, dia- cent to MSU campus on
Limited Openings Available Ages 2-10
needed Apply in person in Murray, good Irk a
mond and ruby ring; Chestnut. Call 753 3018
,1 I
\\
' I III
NI
Owen Food Market, 1407 lion. Call after 5p m
brand new 5/6 silver
State Licensed
OR 4 car shop 753 9384
Main St
474-2754.
evening dress 436 5677
or 753 4509
6
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Services
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or

Public Sales

111•111.

P

11,

Public Sales

45 Farms for Sale
18 ACRES m/I, per
manent pasture, pond,
fencing, excellent
building site 4 miles
southeast on old Salem
road $21,000 Financial
assistance possible for
qualified buyer
527 0903.

46

Homes for

Ledger 8( Times

Sale

4 9 . Used Cars
49
Used Cars
53 Sorvices Offered
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
1974 VOLKSWAGON 1986 RED ford Cougar
A 1 ENTERPRISE
PAINTING
interior ROCKY COLSON Home
Beatle, sound body, Low mileage new tires
Wholesale dealer in gas and exterior
Roofing. Repair Roofing, siding,
Inquire after 6P M at and wood burning ap Free
needs mechanical at
estimates Call painting, plumbing
753 7605 or 753 0354
tention, $750 753 6080
pliances, offering full Willie 436 2326
concrete
Free es
76 CADILLAC Fleet
service installation PAINTING
1976 CHEVY Caprice
interior, timates Call 474 2307 or
Fri. f Sat.
Also, fireplace repair exterior
station wagon, wood Brougham, loaded
years
25
ex
753 6973
mechanically sound. with extras, new 'Chimney cieaning perience Quality
work
8 a.m. .- 6 p.m.
SEWING Machine Re
'Masonry 'Damper Reasonabl
Michelin tires, $995
$350. 489 2291
e
rates
Free pair
All makes and
94-W 4 mL, turn ion
Saturday
753 3619
'Bird screen 'Hoods estimate
1978 TRIUMPH Spit
s Yearry s models Home 8. in
436 5355
on 783, 1st houlw
fire,
4
speed
overdrive
Painting
436
2245
46 Homes for Sale
August 29th
dustrial
Bag closing
A 1 STUMP Removal
on let.
white, hard top, con
50
Used Trucks
PAINTING, carpentry
machines Also scissor
2 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
Reasonable rates, 10" or
vertible,
$2500
382
2344
roofing 36 years sharpening 40 yrs
lires Arindow tan
J
198fFORD F 100, 6 cyl
8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
below surface Call us
kitchen, utility and
experience Reasonable experience
All work
girls & ad Jits clothes
straight 48,000 actual before you decide
pantry, carpeted,
Free rates 436 2201
Kenneth
guaranteed
miles 759 1891 after estimates 753 0906
quilt top ch ess makers
aluminum sidi,pg, paved
1534 Oxford
QUALITY
Barnhill, 753 26 7 4
4P M.
form house plants misc
drive, patio, low
APPLIANCE REPAIR . workmans
hip Frame
Stella, Ky.
Dove
71 GMC pick up, 307 Factory authorized for
items
utilities, in town. Call
iFcxrnerty ot Murray & ult."
motor in good condition.. Tappan, Kelvinator and and trim carpenter
753-2795.
body fair condition; Brown Service on gas Remodeling, patio and 55 Feed and Seed
BLOCKS from MSU,
fencing
D L
Poole,
$600 753 7614.
and electric ranges, 435
3-4 BR, 2 B, LR, OR,
KENTUCKY 31Fescue
4306
'76 JEEP CJ 7 hard top
eat in kitchen, redwood
microwaves, dis
(Formerly of Bentoi
seed Also, wheat straw
WET
BASEMEN
T?
We
lift
kit, 1435 Gumbo hwashers, re
43
Real Estate
deck, approx. 3/4 acre
make wet basements 753 8156 or 753 6401
mudders, excellent frigerators. etc
with large trees (fruit
Chevrolet
Earl dry
FOR lease or 7717 and
Work completely N.K. Alfalfa seed Van
condition 436 2237 after
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
nuts too!) and large
Commercial building
guaranteed
Call or cor Raidor and 919
Oldsmobile
5P M
garden
5341
space,
full
approximately 7400 sq
Also, Ladino and Red
write Morgan Con
ABSOLUTELY gor
basemen
t
APPLIA
w/25
year
NCE
Cadill
ac,
Inc.
ft. on South 4th St
struction Co Rt 2, Box Clover. Carraway
geous
guarantee
1985
against
beige
SERVICE
wet
and
Kenmore
,
Howard Brandon, 753
409A, Paducah, Ky
Farms, Neale Rd off
of Paris, TN
blue GMC van, Gerwin
ness. $57,000. Call 753
Friday
Westinghouse, 42001 or call 1 442
4389 or 753 5960.
121 south, 753 5522
7026.
conversion, loaded, in
7935 after 5P.M. for
Whirlpoo
l._
77
years
9 a.m. - 1 p.m. FREE house available appointment.
cluding
TV
exjperienc
753
e.
0126
Parts
GM
and
Executi
ve &
for moving hou•se and
after 4P M
service Bobby
**1
cleaning lot. Phone 1 BEDROOM house.
513 S. 7th St.
Program Vehicles FORD F 250. good mo Bob's AppliantHopper,
e Ser
753 1390
753 7928 after 5P.M.
4-1A,7 Caciwac Sc.
tor, body bruised
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
753
*
NO EARLY SALES RENTAL 'Tex-777ir 1 OR 4 BR brick, base
2-1987 Cadidac De,
slightly, very good
Business 753 4872, 4365940 •
sale at 611 and Pine. men!, central H/A, dis5848 (home)
running condition
'987 Olds Flenza •
•
Toys boys clothing oil
Custom Kitchen
Phone 753 1390.
hwasher, carpeting, near
$1000 753 9400
YARD Tancfscaping,
1987 Olds Ca-as
heater & other MISC
Cabinets
Murray Middle School.
•
leveling driveways,
Cnev Ceiec•*.
51
•
Mid 40's. 753-6251 or 753Campers
blade work and bush
All Types Of
1987
•
Oids
Toronao
5731.
hogging Call 436 5430 or
1972 ARIES camper, 18
sil
•
1986 Olds Cut:ass
ATTENTION EXCustom Woodworking
753 0659.
•
self contained, good
1986
E
Cadliac
Dc'.i.
ECUTIVES! This home
ig
COLLEY Tree Service.
condition, 51250. 753
986 Olds Toronac
4[
has been maintained with
•
Keep your trees in
8838
lor
986 Cries Casahe•
ultimate of pride. Win•
Kitchen
Bath
FIBERGLASS camper shape by topping, prun• ir
&
Cabinets
dowed wall, southern extop, fits Mazda B 2000, ing. deadwooding, *
*Drop It's & see our showroom
•
posure, tile entry, triple
409 suNfluRY
MURRAY
isen.ici Bunn, Brew] A
raising side dorrs„ 2 spraying, fertilizing, or
garage, greenhouse, cenremoval
We Want Your Business
of unwanted
dorrs in back, lights,
tral gas, two lots, four
**********************
radio speakers, fans, trees. Stump removal.
Let Us Prove It
spacious bedrooms, rec
Complete tree care. 14
roof vent. 5100. 753 4.662
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
room, and mature landyears experience. Free
901-642-3900
Motorcycles
scaping will make you 47
52 Boats Motors
estimates. 753-0366.
Hwy. 94 East
Hwy
79
W
Par
dial 753-1492 at Century 21 1981 SUZUKI GS
450T,
14 FIBERGLASS boat. MITCHE
Loretta Jobs Realtors for 6,500 miles, must sell.
LL Paving
8 miles out
1981 CHEVROLET Excellent for fishing.
your private showing on 489 2546.
Driveways, parking
Malibu,
Late
4
sedan,
model
door
50HP
Mer
Chain saw air comthis executive home.
lots, seal coating and
'81 YAMAHA, $350
automatic with air, cury, 12 24 volt trolling stripi
ng
pressor, garden tiller
Also,
753-4013.
motor.
motor
and
New
body
in
good
graphic
limestone, gravel, top
JUST listed- Attractive '82 YAMAHA
shotgun lots more
XS
depth
finder.
406
condition.
New
steel
set
Priced to soil and grading. Phone
brick home with 68 Heritage
We make buying and selling
Special. 5300 belted tires, 97,000 sell, cheap Call after
753 1537.
acres, large hwy. fronmiles, 49.5 MPG. $850 miles. $2250. Call 753
5P.M. 759 9541.
Real Estate easy for you
tage on Hwy. 121 North, OBO.
759 1835.
4 4 5 5 or 7 5 3 - 5 8 1 9 1 6' 1 '0 120 HP
5 miles from Murray.
1111111...NICE
dune
buggy
10A.M.
RUNABOU
and
4P.M.
T. see at Lee
Good productive farm
Della sold. $1 7 1,000 in
trailer. Call 492-8617 or 1983 OLDS Delta 88 Marine, $2200
land, tobacco barn, pole
29 days. Call her to list
492-8205.
Royale. 4 door, power 18 OMC Glastron boat,
barn and other out
your property.
seats, power windows, motor and trailer. Ho
buildings. Phone Kop
48. Auto Services
tilt, cruise, AM/FM ward Brandon. 753 4389
Our slim and our
perud Realty 753-1222.
Any Sizes
A lob well done for you stereo. Must sell. $4350. or 753 5960
hardwor.iing profesMUST sell 3 bedroom
9A.M.-5P.M. 753 6111; 1981 CHECKMATE
house, living room, den, at Bill's Upholstery
sionals are seen all over
after 5P.M. 753-0606.
15 1/2' skiboat with
carport, 41/2 acres, Come by for an estim
Sat. August 29
ate on your car, truck,
1/2 way between
78 OLDS Delta 88 85HP Mercury. Call INSULATION blown in
Put N umber 1
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Murray and Mayfield. van, boat, sunroof or Royale, 1 owner, low 328-8472.
REAL ESTATE and
to work for you.
by Sears. TVA ap
S29,000. Call 489-2337 window tint. 753-8085, mileage, good color. PRICE reduced. 159" proved. Save on those
1512 Canterbury
104 S. 13th behind D.Q.
REST
AURANT EQUIPMENT
"ski
barge,"
between 10A.M.-2P.M.
Call 7 5 3 7 1 93,
65HP high heating and cool-Numerous donation
Evinrude, depth finder, ing bills. Call
8A.M. 5P.M.
NEW listing- by owner: 4 9 . Used
Sears
Cars
3 bedroom home, extra
81 CUTLASS Supreme, trolling motor Clean. 753 2310 for free
Something
large lot, 1/2 fenced in 1974 MONTE Carlo, new excellent shape, new versatile older model. estimate.
For Everyone'
Now $2150. 436 2556.
near school and stores. engine and lots of new tires, AM/FM cass
LICENSED electrician,
Loretta J obs Realtors
parts. 753-5169.
759 1761.
ette. Reduced price. STEEL pontoon boat, residential and corn303 11... 12.
Saturday, August 29 * 10 a.m.
•43 1 North
1979 OLDS 98, good Call after 5P.M. perfect for musseling, mercial. Air conditionNICE 2 bedroom
502 1'53 1452
LOCATION: From Murray. Kentucky take
$500 436 2977 after ing. Sales and service.
bungalow in country. condition. 492-8874.
492-8595.
!I Now F•tair ,,•••.,
Hwy. 121 South approximately 11 miles or
•
5P.M
Utility
shed
and
deep
Gas
installat
ion
and
151/42ViDE TV, MAID 45D OPERATED
well on one lot, new roof
3/4 mile South of New Concord to the PIT
repair for natural and
53
Services
Offered
and good foundation,
LP Fred's Repair 753
RESTAURANT - or 71/2 miles North of
electric heat and air,
FENCE sales at Sears 7203.
Paris Landing, Tennessee Hwy. 119
44
L ot
for Sale
washer and dryer hook
now. Call Sears 753 2310 MOBILE HOME
* * *SALE HELD RAIN OR SHINE * * *
for free estimate for Specialist, Repair,
kENTUCiY Lake lot. 1 up. All for $10,000. Must
REAL
ESTATE: Restaurant fully equipyour needs.
acre, 1!2x60 mobile sell: by owner. 436-54.39.
leveling, underpinning,
home, septic and well, ON Becket Dr. in Can
ped with new Stainless Steel Equipment FOR most any type roofs, floors, plumbing,
CARS
$16,500 Home 442 1770 terbury subdivision, new
driveway white rock wiring, washing,
14 x 65 Mobile Home - One Bedroom
Friday Only
or Office 442 3632. Ow
house on the market
.also, any type gravel, hurricane straps 759'85 VW Jetta...local 1 owner, air, AM/FM
House - Barn.. all located on 17 acres with
ner financ ing.
custom built. Buy now &
dirt and sand call Roger 4850
736 Nash
100 Ft. Well...and approximately 2 miles
Hudson, 753 4545 or ODD lob specialist,
LOTS or sa e in select the wallpaper & stereo cassette. low mileage
from Kentucky Lake!!!
753 6763
Bagwell Manor starting carpet color. 753 3903 afceiling fans, electrical,
Drive
'85 Plymouth Reliant. . .4 door. local 1
ter 4p.m
for
at $6995. Howard Bran
-Real Estate and Principal Restaurant
GUTTERING by Sears. plumbing, fencing You
appointment.
don, 753 4.389 or 753 5960.
owner, full power & air. A down payment of
Sears continuous gut
name it, I do it. You
Equipment to Sell at 1 p.m.
Something
ters installed for your buy, I install. You
NICE lot on 121, 6 1/2
ALL STAINLESS COMMERCIAL EQUIP$300 is probably all you will need to own this
For Everyone'
specifications. Call break, I fix. Call 436
miles Noi-th on natural OWNER sale. All brick,
MENT: 2 burner waffle machine-New 4
car
Sears 753 2310 for free 2868 evenings.
gas lines. 180x300, $3600. superbly maintained
hole gas steam table 12X203
estimate.
.
4 8z 670(1234
Days 753 1953 or nights
ranch home. Wooded,
PAINTING. Interior
'85 Chevy Caprice Classic. . .nicest 1
stainless steam table inserts-2-drawer bun
753 0870.
}fAMILTON Cultured exterior, commercial
landscaped corner lot in
marble and tile. 643 Old residential. Free es
choice residential
warmer-6 ft. grill table with shelf-18x30
owner car on the lot, 30,000 miles tilt
Benton Rd 753 9400
neighborhood. Large
timates. 25 years ex
table-4
slice Toastmaster toaster-5'6'
cruise,
power
air,
everythin
g, AM/FM stereo
living room, 19x20 den
perience. Trernon
CONCRETE drive
table-4 ft. table with casters-3 hole sinkwith fireplace, three
Farris 759 1987.
cassette You won't find another one like it
ways, patios brick and
HATCO flavor savor-Buffalo salad
bedrooms, two
block work CALL 502
RESIDENTIAL window
bathrooms, utility
chopper.
'84 Dodge Charger...We don't know why
492 8160
washing 436 5895.
Real Estate & Personal Property
room, tool, shed. Fully
OTHER RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT:
this one is still here. Air. 5-speed. less than
Sat., Aug. 29th, 1987 at 10 a. m. at the late
equipped kitchen with
Large efficient plate steel commercial
Mrs. Libbie James home in downtown
dining and patio area.
40 000 miles. sporty, with fuel economy
BBQ pit. conversion kit for propane gas.
Fully carpeted, air
Hazel, KY at the south city limits on
conditioning, TVA in•
'83 VW GTI. . .peppy gas saver with air
patented by Harry Smith-Hamilton Beach
Highway 641.
sulated. 753-8620.
roaster oven-large aluminum and plastic
5-speed, AM/FM stereo cassette runs ,•"%,
Real Estate corlsists of a 1! story house OWNER says sell! Tell us
meat pans-2 drawer file cabinet-80 gallon
6 rooms downstairs - 1 be,th - 2 rooms
drive5, great
where else you can find
chloranator-6 ft. x 8 ft. walk-in cooler-28,000
upstairs - porch - storm doors & window on
an immaculate three be
BTU Air Conditioner-Post Office Peerless
'82 Mercury Marquis...completely loadec
droom, 2 bath brick with
Saturday, August 29 * 10 a.m.
corner lot.
dining room and central
scales to 70 lb.-2 sets gram scales-two 12
1 owner, new car trade-in, V-8 mileage in
Small drop leaf table - hi -back rocker Rain or Shine
heat and air, priced in the
52" ceiling fans-Toledo Seal pak scalesLOCATION: From Murray. Kentucky take
old straight chairs - old spindle back dinlow 50's
40's. Take advantage and
tables and chairs-small ice machine Hwy. 121 South approximately 11 miles or
ing chairs - old dresser - oak wash stand
call Century 21 for your
cigarett
'82 Ford Escort. . .automatic air
e machine -6 ft. sherer selfshowing. Our agents will
with towel rack - kidney shaped dressing
mile
South
of
New
Concord to the PIT
3/4
contained refrigerated meat display caseassist you in locating the
mileage. 1 owner, priced to sell
RESTAURANT - or 71/# miles North of
table - old side board with claw feet • old
best financing for this
Tappan microwave-Kenmore portable
Paris Landing, Tennessee Hwy. 119
dresser • 5 drawer chest - :1 drawer chest
one... 753 1492.
'82 Buick LeSabre. „nicest around power
dishwasher-150 and 500 gallon propane
REAL ESTATE: Restaurant fully equip- 5 leg dining table - small rocker - 2 round
RECENT listing in
everything. V-8
tanks-8 ft. self-contained service beverage
ped with new Stainless Steel Equipment top trunks-drum table-old bed with sleigh
Lynn Grove. Re
cooler.
modeled older home on
14 x 65 Mobile Home - One Bedroom
foot board-2 tier round table with claw
'81 VW Rabbit...air. AM/FM excellent seOTHER
lovely wooded lot plus
EQUIPMENT
and
House - Barn.. all located on 17 acres with
feet - several old picture frames & some of
large workshop garage.
cond car
MISCELLANEOUS: Super C Farman with
100 Ft. Well, and approximately 2 miles
the finest old pictures - round dough tray
A lot of home for the
2 row cultivator, extra nice and good
from Kentucky Lake!!!
SE rolling pin - hand woven baskets - small
money at S37,000. Phone
'80 Buick LeSabre. . .new car trade ful ,
mechanically, new rubber-Bolen Garden
-Real
fancy table, may be walnut - old churn lid
Estate
Kopperud Realty 753
and Principal Restaurant
power & air, AM/FM stereo cassette
Tractor with blade and cultivator-197S
1222.
Equipment to Sell at 1 p m
tir dasher - wood child's piano - swinging
GMC pick-up with topper and side tool
VA ASSUMABL•E
'77 Plymouth Fury.. .1 owner. 318 V-8, exkerosene lamp - telephone table -kerosene
LOAN for you on this
boxes (gas, or propane 1-1980 Suzuki
lamps- old quilts - chenni le bedspreads tra
nice
&
clean
drive
See
& even talk
three bedroom im
motorcycle-Sony color TV. portable.
dollies - Waller pottery - Hull pottery - stone
maculate brick. Or
the previous owner This one has bee,
woodstove by Joe Ed Boyd- 16" x 42" wood
third bedroom is ideally
pieces - hand painted plates - hand painted
cared for like a baby
carving-15 x .50 tarp-22" lawn mower-set of
located for a den or
sugar & creamer - old glass; china - old cake
study. Practical with
stoneware dishes-aluminum step ladderplate - old hen on nest - bridal basket - fine
75
Malibu..
Chevy
.1
owner
too nice tt ,
fenced yard, TVA in
box fans-oak table-squirrel cage fansold keystone bowl & pitcher - good old blue
sulation, recently pain
believe Must see to appreciate
breathin
g oxygen tank -L2 torque wrench-'.2
& white granite bed chamber - Bavaria Z.S
ted interior and exter
41#p bench grinder-air tank-Remington chain
ior... priced in the 30's
plates - old towery card game - beaded
:TRUCKS & VANS
Dial 753 1492 at Century
saw-600-800 used brick -8 in concrete
purse - old costume jewelry - hand painted
21 Loretta Jobs
blocks-utility
'86
Plymout
poles-electrU• sewing
h Voyager-Mini-Van. ..loca
vanity lamps - large old b ible - old friendRealtors to see
machine
-2
large
marble
poker table topsI
owner,
new
mini-van
ship quilt - old lap spread - wicker furniture
trade-in. 7 passenge
VICTORIAN style and
tool boxes-tools-tin roofing-used lumbercharm mark this home
- spool shelf - lot of what -not items - cast
;eating, 2 tone blue, full power & ay ti
various electrical and plumbing supplieswhich is ideal for a
iron muffin ring - lot of linen - couch &
cruise. AM/FM stereo cassette
single person or couple.
fence charger -cement-good electric
chair - odd chairs - coffee h end tables - pole
Excellent location close
motors-grease guns-log chains-.22 crack
"88 Jeep Commanche...4X4. iusl 15 00i
lamp. like new gas home heater - b&w t.v.
to university or town
shot
rifle-bug zapper-2 mercury vapor
- nearly new electric stove - ref. - window
makes it twice as nice!
1 owner miles V-6 AM/FM stereo
lights-new 4 piece bedroom suite-many,
Low 70's Contact Kop
air conditioner - hand & garden tools.
many more items too numerous to
perud Realty 753 1222
'85 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van. .
This is only a partial listing. Auction held
WALK to university
mention.
in l 1 owner. full power & air. travel package
rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
from this efficient,
* * *Bar-B-Que and Drinks available
Lunch available. For more information &
that makes the rear seat into a bed
practical home located
* * *Bar-B-Que and Drinks available
ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE DAY OF
your auction needs phione 502-435-4144.
on an exceptional large
ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE DAY OF
SALE TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER
'85 Chevy S-10 4X4 Blazer...1 owner, new
corner lot This would
Lynn Grove, KY.
•\
SALE TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER
make a good invest
PRINTED MATTER.
off road tires. V-6, ready for the hunting
Terms on Real Estate :4 O% down
do
day of
ment at only $18,500
PRINTED MATTER.
.
sale, bal. in 30 days on p sing of deed.
season low mileage
FOr information and all your auctio9 needs
lust now on the
Owner Harry L. Smith (See separate ad for
Cash day of sale on peirsonal property.
market.. selling due to
listing
personal
of
Whatev
property
er
It
,
takes,
we
want
to be
health... call 753 1492
Real Estate held jointly with Shroat
10ri down day of sale. Balance with deed
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
your car and truck company
Waldrop Real Estate - Pete Waldrop
in 30 days
Realtors.
Broker.
"II 5,,,,,',.r b lerkre
WOULD like to sell or
THE AUCTIONEERS
1,.ltitrade for house in town
502-492-8594
ROB
F
502
RO4
S92
T1
,15M
94ILLER
ISr life. I, 1.4•.1 00f
2 bedroom home in
Browns Grove
only 9
(N04411R P(YW.0U114 000G1
TERRY SHOEMAKER
502-753-9324
miles from Murray
Licensed & Bonded in KY & TN 01281
1333333I M000 1, P•115$ •N
Charming country
502-753-9324
%owe
Coll 64I 1640
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall. Auctioneers
KOPPERETI) REALTY
home with new brick
II
I.' Ii
1011.... NO Pit NI,
patio. Must see to
"My Service Doesn't(lst. It Pays"
In ('barge of Real F:state 7M-1222
appreciate Low 70's
In Charge of Real Estate 7531212
Call 435 435/ after 6P M

Canterbury
Moving Sale

5

41

Murrayr

PAGE 17

Yard Safe

Yard
Sale

Yard
Sale

Seen in all
the best
neighborhoods.

A nice 3 bedroom brick,
large living room, for
mal dining room, den,
eat in kitchen, bath,
utility, double carport,
outside storage, plenty
of shade, also adjoining
lot with shop Will sell
together or separate_
For appointment call
753 3796.
USINESS lot zoned for
specialty shops,
drugstores, antiques
shops, clothing stores,
radio Iv sales, pro
fessional business
beauty shop or
bakeries. And other
uses. We have sold five
business lots on 12th
Street.. Call Centue'y 21
about this lot... 753-1492
You can use the current
dwelling or build your
own.
DUPLEX for sal, by
owner. Phone 753-7486.
FOR sale 800 Sunny
Lane, 3 bedroom brick.
Good neighborhood,
tasefully decorated,
fenced yard Call after
5P.M. for appointment
753-7903.
FOR sale by owner- 1
bedroom with applian
ces, swimming pool,
wood burning stove
Reduced to $29,500 Call
214.727 1393.
IDEAL home for
couple, new 2 bedroom
with Anderson Shores
privileges Owner will
finance. 901 885 1458,
502-236-2704.

Dan Taylor

Freddie Poe

SAVE SAVE

iihir

When You List With Us....

9

Start Packing!

Humane
Society

Hand Quilting

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Garage Sale

753-3757

AUCTION

Yard
Sale

The Pride is back in Paris..,
Even in the used car department.'

Estate Auction

REAL ESTATE

AUCTION

THE AUCTIONEERS
BOB FROSTY MILLER

Dan Yliller • Auctioneer

TERRY SHOEMAKER

PEPPERS

KOPPERUD REALTY

•
•••,

4
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Court reverses ruling to ban textbooks

Danny
Ray Ingle

ATLANTA AP ) — A federal appeals court Wednesday reversed
an Alabama judge's order that
had banned 44 textbooks from
Alabama public schools for promoting what the judge called a
godless, humanistic religion.
A three-judge panel of the 11th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
that U.S. District Judge Brevard
Hand's order had turned the First
Amendment requirement that the
government be neutral on the subject of, religion "into an affirmative obligation to speak about
religion,"

Services for Danny Ray Ingle of
205 College Courts, Murray, are today at 1:30 p.m. in LeDon Chapel
of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn. The Rev. Thomas Walker is
officiating.
Active pallbearers are George
Tonagos, Gene Davidson, Randy
Bidwell, Steve Chilcutt, Donny
Parker and Tom Foga.
Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity at Murray State University of wtucil he was a member are
serving as an honorary group.
Burial will follow in Hillcrest
Cemetery, Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Ingle, 26, died Tuesday
about 10:25 p.m. in a one-car accident on Shady Grove Road near
U.S. 79E in Henry County, Tenn.
Tennessee State Trooper David
Hutson said "Ingle was driving a
1977 Datsuq 280Z when he ran off
thi road in a curve at Jahn Ward
Road, lost control, skidded about
100 feet, flipped over at least twice
and came to a stop in the middle of
the highway."
Hutson said Ingle was thrown
from the car and pinned
underneath. His wife, Linda R. Ingle, a passenger in the car, was
treated and released from Henry
County Medical Center, Paris.
Mr. Ingle was a graduate of
Henry County High School, Paris,
and was a senior at Murray State
University. He attended First
Baptist Church, Paris.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Linda Rae McFarron Ingle, to whom
he had married on Aug. 15 of this
year: his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Ingle. two sisters, Ms.
Debbie Ingle and Mrs. Marlene
Spencer. and one brother, David
Ingle, all of Paris: his grandmothers, Mrs. Era Dee Ingle,
Paris. and Mrs. Myrtle Cary, Huntingdon. Tenn

Hog market
ederal State Market Sews Sers ice August 27,
kentucki Pyrrha!~ krea Hog Market Report
Include.6 Buying Stations Receipts act. 10.3 Est,
4410 Barrows 4 Gina steads. Sows I .00.2.00 lower.
$80.50-00.75
I 4I 2 tr•Ji 2.50 Ilia.

1487

few 81.00
I 5I 2 WO 228 lb..
2 1 2211 2,544 lb.
I • 3 4 250270 lb,
•osi•
S S S 270 350
I • I 3 500.450 lb.
S I 3 450 500 lb.
I • I 3 500.850 lb.
I • 24 'WO 500 10,
Wear, 440 00.45.50

158.50 80.50
100.011 00.50
$50.00 00.00
144.0044.00
044.00.47.00
$4.5.00 48.00
$470043.50
$44.00 45.011

The name of Dale Futrell was
inadvertently listed in a notice of
sale in Monday's edition of the
Ledger which is being conducted
by the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. Mr. Futrell is in no
way connected with the sale of
this personal property. The 12'
tow motor, Mobilift 0000-1711
is in storage on Mr.-Futrell's property but does not belong to him
as do none of the other items
mentioned
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Dept regrets any misunderstanding which might have been incurred from this notice of sale.

Events...
(Coard from page 9)
Saturday, Aug. 29
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
Water Skiing for Grades 7 to 12
of First Christian Church will start
at 3 p.m For information call
Alison Burton, Dan McKeel or
Faye Austin.
————
Second day of two-day seinar on
bachelor of independent studies
IBIS ) degree will be from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. in Barkley room, Curris
Center, Murray State University.
For information call 762-2186.
————

The ruling , which also ordered
Hand to dismiss a lawsuit brought
by parents, cleared the way for the
textbooks to be used in Alabama
classrooms.
In March. Hand banned the textbooks because he said 39 history
and social studies books improperly excluded references to religion
and five home economics books
promoted "secular humanism,"
which Hand described as a
religion.

MCTA to get
portion of mass
transit grant
Senator Mitch McConnell has
announced a grant to the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
from Urban Mass Transit AdminiStration in the amount of
$1,679,397. Of that the MurrayCalloway County Transit Authority will be receiving a portion for
capital operating and rural
transportation funds.
The administrative costs of the
project to Murray-Calloway County department will be $37,499 and a
portion received will be $29,999.
The operating cost of project will
be $21,094 and federal share of that
will be $10,547.

Although the court Wednesday
declined to decide whether secular
humanism is a religion, it said
there was no proof that Alabama
promoted it by using the home
economics books.
Secular humanism is described
by religious fundamentalists as
the belief.' that humans should
solve their own problems without
the aid of God.
Alabama School Superintendent
Wayne Teague said he was pleased with the decision.
But Robert Skolrood, executive
director of the National Legal
Foundation, called the appeals
court decision a tremendous blow
to religious freedom in the United
States.
"It is clear Christians no longer
have equal standing before the

court," Skolrood said in a statement from the foundation's
Virginia Beach, Va., offices. "It is
a tragedy that in this year of our
Constitution's bicentennial, the
court has decided to disenfran-

chise a majority of Americans."
Skolrood's organization, founded by Republican presidential
hopeful Pat Robertson.
represented Douglas Smith, who
brought the appeal

TROY-BILT
Sale of the Year
at Murray Home & Auto

VITAMIN SALE

Off
through Sept. 6

Goldline
Vitamin
C
500 mg.

'‘k

1.69
130 Tablets

Goldline
Theragenerix-M
(Compare
Theragran
Tablets h

Stock Market

'4.99

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
-7.49
2701.85
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
51 -%
Jerrico
293/1B 29%A
Kmart
1
4 -%
34/
40% .1/3
Kroger
JCPenney
0
/
1
4 -3/4
Penwalt
40% unc
Quaker Oats
36% •1
/
4
Sears .
11%B 11%A
Texaco
973
/
4 -1
/
4
Time Inc.
/
4
110/
1
4 -11
U.S.Tobacco
5g/
1
4 -%
go% .1k
Wal•Mart
Wrendy's
1113/4 •/
3
4
C.E.F. Yield
621/4 -1

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T .....
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

130 Tablets
74 unc
168 unc
39% -1/4
193/4B 197/8A
46% •1/14
36% .1 4
651/8 ..,. 4.4
67% 1/3
565/i
56%
433/8
114%
311/2
41
11

+
-3/8
+ 1/g
+%
-%
unc
-1
/
4
6.10

Oyst-Cal-500
(Compare
Os-Cal" KO
Tablets)

'379

641 South
Murray
753-2617

SERVICE PARTS
.C•041$

, 1,1,th

Financing Available

Murray Home & Auto

Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy

753-2571 or ;r53-4110

Hwy 641 S

Murray

753 7688

PAT GOSSUM

GM QUALITY

a1011.

.14‘t

78 Tablets

OEM
Easy as ABC

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

IN

• The famous rear-tine, powered wheels Troy-Hilt 'Filler
you can run with JUST ONE HAND!
• Complete sales and serviee!
• Makes gardening so easy, it's absolute J( )1.!

Chestnut St.

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

Goldline

1,

4

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

••••••..

4'

Name

Age

Address

Special Introductory Offer
on 1988 Models
Optional
Gallery
Rail
Included

19'' CNAGONAL

Number of Years

City
State
Social Security No.
Employed by

Zip
•
•

Number of Years
With Present Employer
Birthdate
Phone
Signature
•
I'm interested in:

Portable TV

MOO*1 0 '401

25" 044G0foAl

Remote Control Color TV

‘40()Ifi 4.2544

• Two knob rises barn( al tuning system $
• High contrast picture tube
• Automatic frequency control
• Venetian oak finish on high impact plash,

L_

• Dual mode remote control
• On-screen channel displas with last ihannel viewed
• 14 channel able connection capability
• Auto color system
• AO° programming
• High contrast picture tube
• Warm oak finish on hardwood solid and
composition board
•Optional Traditional Early American Styling

268

GE VHS HQ VCR

CONTROL

EASY TERMS — FINANCING AVAILABLE

Lova Imams, Retool
Fest efficient Soprolool

Used Car

New Truck

Used Truck
down and

I'm able to pay
4)4)0119 74)5
• I I hincoon wireless
remote contrN$
• 99 posmon VS
tursag
• 4 trent 2 week timer
w•rh MTV('
bar k k.ap
• One touch recording
with standby
• Cade compatible tuning

DUAL
MODE
REMOTE

New Car

Homo Owned
Free Worrontyl

Long Monthly Payments
Largo Inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Please cut out and mail or give to Shelia at:

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

South 12th
Murray
753-2617

Keep that great GM feeling
with genuine GM iparts.

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street
753-1586
Howard Coy 8 John Simmons Owners

GINERAL MOTORS COPPORAtION
00

•

•
--•••• -4.•

.e we we ••••••-. •

per month

•
111

•

